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ABSTRACT 

 
Requirements traceability is concerned with managing and documenting 

the life of requirements. Its primary goal is to support critical software 

development activities such as evaluating whether a generated software 

system satisfies the specified set of requirements, checking that all 

requirements have been implemented by the end of the lifecycle, and 

analyzing the impact of proposed changes on the system. 

Various approaches for improving requirements traceability practices have 

been proposed in recent years. Automated traceability methods that utilize 

information retrieval (IR) techniques have been recognized to effectively 

support the trace generation and retrieval process. IR based approaches not 

only significantly reduce human effort involved in manual trace generation 

and maintenance, but also allow the analyst to perform tracing on an 

“as-needed” basis.  

The IR-based automated traceability tools typically retrieve a large number 

of potentially relevant traceability links between requirements and other 

software artifacts in order to return to the analyst as many true links as 

possible. As a result, the precision of the retrieval results is generally low and 

the analyst often needs to manually filter out a large amount of unwanted links. 

The low precision among the retrieved links consequently impacts the 

usefulness of the IR-based tools.  The analyst’s confidence in the 

effectiveness of the approach can be negatively affected both by the presence 

of a large number of incorrectly retrieved traces, and the number of true traces 

that are missed.  In this thesis we present three enhancement strategies that 

aim to improve precision in trace retrieval results while still striving to retrieve 

a large number of traceability links. The three strategies are: 

1) Query term coverage (TC) 

This strategy assumes that a software artifact sharing a larger proportion of 

distinct words with a requirement is more likely to be relevant to that 

requirement. This concept is defined as query term coverage (TC). A new 

approach is introduced to incorporate the TC factor into the basic IR model 

such that the relevance ranking for query-document pairs that share two or 

more distinct terms will be increased and the retrieval precision is improved.  
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2) Phrasing 

The standard IR models generate similarity scores for links between a 

query and a document based on the distribution of single terms in the 

document collection. Several studies in the general IR area have shown 

phrases can provide a more accurate description of document content and 

therefore lead to improvement in retrieval [21, 23, 52]. This thesis therefore 

presents an approach using phrase detection to enhance the basic IR model and 

to improve its retrieval accuracy. 

3) Utilizing a project glossary 

Terms and phrases defined in the project glossary tend to capture the 

critical meaning of a project and therefore can be regarded as more meaningful 

for detecting relations between documents compared to other more general 

terms. A new enhancement technique is then introduced in this thesis that 

utilizes the information in the project glossary and increases the weights of 

terms and phrases included in the project glossary. This strategy aims at 

increasing the relevance ranking of documents containing glossary items and 

consequently at improving the retrieval precision. 

The incorporation of these three enhancement strategies into the basic IR 

model, both individually and synergistically, is presented. Extensive empirical 

studies have been conducted to analyze and compare the retrieval performance 

of the three strategies. In addition to the standard performance metrics used in 

IR, a new metric average precision change [80] is also introduced in this 

thesis to measure the accuracy of the retrieval techniques. Empirical results on 

datasets with various characteristics show that the three enhancement methods 

are generally effective in improving the retrieval results. The improvement is 

especially significant at the top of the retrieval results which contains the links 

that will be seen and inspected by the analyst first. Therefore the improvement 

is especially meaningful as it implies the analyst may be able to evaluate those 

important links earlier in the process. 

As the performance of these enhancement strategies varies from project to 

project, the thesis identifies a set of metrics as possible predictors for the 

effectiveness of these enhancement approaches. Two such predictors, namely 

average query term coverage (QTC) and average phrasal term coverage 

(PTC), are introduced for the TC and the phrasing approach respectively. 
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These predictors can be employed to identify which enhancement algorithm 

should be used in the tracing tool to improve the retrieval performance for 

specific documents collections. Results of a small-scale study indicate that the 

predictor values can provide useful guidelines to select a specific tracing 

approach when there is no prior knowledge on a given project.  

 The thesis also presents criteria for evaluating whether an existing project 

glossary can be used to enhance results in a given project. The project glossary 

approach will not be effective if the existing glossary is not being consistently 

followed in the software development. The thesis therefore presents a new 

procedure to automatically extract critical keywords and phrases from the 

requirements collection of a given project. The experimental results suggest 

that these extracted terms and phrases can be used effectively in lieu of 

missing or ineffective project glossary to help improve precision of the 

retrieval results. 

To summarize, the work presented in this thesis supports the development 

and application of automated tracing tools. The three strategies share the same 

goal of improving precision in the retrieval results to address the low precision 

problem, which is a big concern associated with the IR-based tracing methods. 

Furthermore, the predictors for individual enhancement strategies presented in 

this thesis can be utilized to identify which strategy will be effective in the 

specific tracing tasks. These predictors can be adopted to define intelligent 

tracing tools that can automatically determine which enhancement strategy 

should be applied in order to achieve the best retrieval results on the basis of 

the metrics values. A tracing tool incorporating one or more of these methods 

is expected to achieve higher precision in the trace retrieval results than the 

basic IR model. Such improvement will not only reduce the analyst’s effort of 

inspecting the retrieval results, but also increase his or her confidence in the 

accuracy of the tracing tool. 
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GLOSSARY 

 
Some concepts and terminology used in this thesis are listed as follows: 

• Distinct terms: A list of terms that does not contain any repetition. For 

example, a document consisting of six terms “aabcdd” contains four 

distinct terms “abcd”.  

• Nominal compounds: A sequence of two or more nouns related 

through modifications, such as “road condition report” and “weather 

station”. 

• Noun phrase: a phrase composed of a head noun and its modifiers, 

such as adjectives, verbs and other nouns. Examples of adjective-noun 

phrase include “parallel algorithm”. Examples of noun-noun phrase 

include “information retrieval”. 

• Phrase: a sequence of two or more words related through modification, 

such as “parallel and sequential algorithm” and “the structure, 

analysis, organization, storage, searching, and retrieval of 

information”. 

• Query length: Number of terms contained in a query. 

• Stop words: Very common words such as “a”, “ the”, “ be”, “ as” that 

are ignored or filtered out of the document collection textual 

information.  

• Terms: Non-stop words that are extracted from the document 

collection and stemmed to the grammatical roots. 

• Term coverage: The percentage of query terms occurring in the 

document the query searches against. As an example, the term 

coverage between a query “abc” and a document “cdefg” that shares 

one query term “c” is 1/3. 

• tf-idf : A standard term weighting scheme where tf stands for term 

frequency and idf stands for inverse document frequency. A term is 

assigned a relatively high weight if it occurs many times in the 

document, and is contained in a small number of documents. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Requirements traceability is defined as “the ability to describe and follow 

the life of a requirement, in both a forwards and backwards direction, i.e., 

from its origins, through its development and specification, to its subsequent 

deployment and use, and through periods of ongoing refinement and iteration 

in any of these phases” [28]. It is concerned with managing and documenting 

the life of requirements. The main goals of requirements traceability are to 

ensure that a generated software system satisfies the specified requirements, 

that all requirements have been implemented by the end of the lifecycle, and 

also to analyze the impact of proposed changes on the system. In other words, 

providing requirements traceability not only helps the verification and 

validation of requirements, but also supports some other critical software 

engineering activities such as change management and impact analysis in 

evolving software systems.  

Four types of requirement traces are typically defined with respect to their 

process relationship to a requirement’s life [14]: 

• Forward from requirements: Requirements must be assigned to system 

components such that the accountability is established and the change 

impact of requirements can be evaluated. 

• Backward to requirements: Compliance of the system with the 

requirements must be verified.  

• Forward to requirements: Changes in stakeholder needs, as well as in 

technical assumptions, may require a radical reassessment of 

requirements relevance.  

• Backward from requirements: The contribution structures that model 

the participants in the requirements generation are crucial in validating 

requirements. 

The first two trace types refer to post- traceability that links requirements 

to the design and implementation, documents responsibility assignment or 

system compliance verification. The last two trace types refer to 

pre-traceability that documents the context and rationale from which 

requirements are generated. Although it provides demanded links between 
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business and IT, pre-traceability is often less understood than post-traceability 

and the existing support for pre-traceability is often considered to be 

inadequate [27].  

Early work in the traceability area has focused on identifying effective 

strategies for requirements traceability. As early as 1978, Pierce [53] utilized a 

requirements database to facilitate requirements analysis to aid the verification 

and validation of a Navy undersea acoustic sensor system. Hayes [32] 

developed a front end for a validation and verification system that was based 

on a relational database. This front end provides functionalities for extracting 

requirements text and assigning keywords in order to support keyword 

matching between requirements. 

Other aspects of traceability such as tracing process and the requirements 

change management also have been investigated in earlier work. Gotel and 

Finkelstein [27] conducted a survey on industrial practitioners and 

commercial/research tracing tools to analyze the requirements traceability 

problem. They analyzed the difference between pre-specification and 

post-specification traceability and suggested that improving pre-specification 

traceability is critical to improve the requirements traceability process. Pohl 

[54] proposed an approach to achieve pre-traceability by utilizing a 

three-dimensional framework for a requirements engineering trace repository 

to enable both selective trace retrieval and automated trace capture. Ramesh 

[56] investigated the importance of requirements traceability from the 

practitioner point of view and identified two groups of users with respect to 

their traceability practice. The two distinct groups are: low-end users who see 

traceability simply as a mandate from the project sponsors or for compliance 

with standards, and high-end users who see traceability as a major opportunity 

for customer satisfaction and knowledge creation throughout the systems 

lifecycle. In [58] they further developed requirements traceability reference 

models for low-end and high-end groups individually and described ways to 

migrate from one to another. 

The aspect of requirements change tracing was also investigated by several 

researchers. Cleland-Huang et al. [7] proposed a technique named 

Event-Based Traceability for supporting performance related impact analysis. 

Their method, which is based upon the event-notifier design pattern, 
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establishes and utilizes traceability links between requirements and 

performance models by creating loosely coupled links through the use of 

publish-subscribe relationships between dependent objects. Ramesh and Dhar 

[56] developed a conceptual tool named REMAP (REpresentation and 

MAintenance of Process knowledge) that utilizes process knowledge, which 

captures the historical information of design decisions made at the early stage 

of the system lifecycle, to manage changes in the system and maintain 

communication between different teams.  

Research has also been conducted on the identification of traceability rules. 

Spanoudakis et al. [71, 72, 73] presented a system for automating traceability 

links generation between textual requirement artifacts and object models such 

as classes, attributes and operations using heuristic traceability rules. Three 

types of beliefs were introduced and measured: beliefs in correctness of the 

traceability rules, beliefs in correct traceability relations generation, and 

beliefs in the satisfiability of traceability rules. Egyed et al. presented a Trace 

Analyzer technique for automating requirements tracing [18, 19, 20]. Their 

approach defines trace dependencies through transitive reasoning and the 

shared use of a “common ground” such as source code. A graph is then built 

based on the common ground and its overlap with the artifacts. The trace 

analysis is an iterative process using large amount of rules to manipulate the 

graph structure. Trace dependency is established if two artifacts relate to at 

least one common node in the graph.  

Various commercial tools and research prototypes have been developed to 

assist requirements traceability. These supporting tools employ a variety of 

techniques such as cross references [22], traceability matrices [15], hypertext 

[42] and templates [39]. As an example, Table 1.1 displays a traceability 

Table 1.1: An example of a RTM (Requirement Traceability Matrix) 

Requirements 
UML Classes 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
R1 ×     
R2  ×  ×  
R3 ×     
R4   ×  × 
R5    ×  
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matrix, a table in which the identifiers of software artifacts are placed in the 

left column and the top row. A mark is placed in the intersecting cell of a row 

and a column to indicate the relationship between the two corresponding 

artifacts. DOORS [75] and some other tools include requirements traceability 

matrices to establish, maintain and report on traceability between any type of 

software artifacts including for instance stakeholder requests, requirements 

specifications and test cases. Kaindl [42] proposed to utilize hypertext to 

represent the relationships among requirement statements and the 

representation of objects in a domain model. In their tool RETH 

(Requirements Engineering Through Hypertext) requirements are represented 

using frames and the links are explicitly provided to the user as hypertext 

nodes in the frames.  

Depending on the specific problem they tackle, these tools provide a useful 

framework to assist the analyst in establishing and maintaining traces between 

specific information types. However, all these tools have the biggest 

shortcoming: they still require intensive effort by the analyst. As an example, 

tools embodying traceability matrices require the analyst to manually create 

links between the requirements and the software artifacts of interest, and to 

manually maintain the matrix in a timely manner to reflect the system changes 

during its evolution. This clearly imposes a huge burden on the analyst 

especially when the system grows.  

To address the problem of the time consuming process for identifying 

potential links, in the past few years some researchers have applied 

Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to dynamically generate traceability 

links on an “as-needed” basis [1, 2, 8, 9, 33, 34, 35, 46, 47, 69]. In a typical 

tracing scenario, the analyst examines a requirement and searches through the 

software artifacts in the system to identity the ones that satisfy this 

requirement or will be potentially impacted by any change in this requirement. 

The process bears a significant resemblance to the IR tasks in which the search 

engine analyzes the user issued query and evaluates which documents in the 

whole collection are relevant to the information conveyed in that query. 

Software artifacts such as requirements, design documents and source code 

contain large amount of textual information. For this reason, IR techniques can 

be employed effectively to search for traces between requirements and other 
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software artifacts. 

As an example, Figure 1.1 displays the interface of the IR-based requirements 

tracing tool called Poirot:Tracemaker [9, 43, 69] that was developed by our 

research group. In this screenshot a requirement is issued as the query by the 

analyst and a set of UML classes are the searchable documents. In practice, the 

query and the searchable documents could be any types of software artifacts in 

the system. This tool implements a Probabilistic Network (PN) model to 

evaluate the relevance between the query and the traced documents (The PN 

model will be described in detail in section 2.3). After the relevance scores 

have been generated, the traced documents are ranked in decreasing order of 

their relevance scores. By applying a threshold, a set of candidate links that 

score over the threshold is returned to the analyst for further evaluation. 

Traced documents that are below the threshold are considered unlikely links 

and will not be shown to the analyst directly. 

IR-based approaches eliminate the upfront effort of establishing and 

 
 

Figure 1.1: Screenshot of Poirot: An automated requirements tracing tool 
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maintaining a traditional traceability infrastructure such as a matrix or a set of 

hyperlinks. Recently published research results have shown the great potential 

of IR based automated traceability tools to augment traditional tracing 

methods, i.e. to help them construct and maintain trace matrices [1, 2, 8, 9, 33, 

34, 35, 46, 47, 69]. These approaches will be fully described in chapter 2 of 

the thesis. 

1.2 Precision Problem in Automated Trace Retrieval 

The effectiveness of a requirements tracing tool is typically assessed using 

two standard IR metrics: recall, the proportion of true links that are retrieved 

by the tool out of all true links available, and precision, the proportion of true 

links in the set of retrieved links [25]. The formulas for calculating these two 

metrics are defined in section 3.2. 

There is usually a trade-off between recall and precision. An attempt to 

increase recall often results in retrieving more false positives (incorrect links) 

which consequently decreases precision, while an attempt to improve 

precision may lead to retrieving less true positives (correct links) which 

decreases recall.  

Search engines in the general IR field usually prefer precision over recall. 

For instance, a user using a web search engine, such as Google or Yahoo, 

would probably only look at the top 20 retrieved web documents to see if they 

are sufficient for his or her information needs, not caring about whether some 

relevant documents are missing. However in the context of requirements 

traceability, a tracing tool must obtain high recall, i.e. it must retrieve as many 

true links as possible in order to be effectively used by an analyst. Compared 

to the time-consuming, error-prone manual search throughout the whole 

software artifact collection to identify missed traces, a requirement analyst 

would rather filter out unwanted links in the candidate links list as it involves 

significantly less effort.  

As a result of pursuing high recall, low precision in the retrieval results 

has become a concern for automated tracing tools. Previous empirical studies 

in dynamic tracing retrieval indicate that when a high recall level of 90% is 

achieved, precision is usually below 40% and sometimes is even worse than 

10% [1, 2, 8, 9, 33, 34, 35, 46, 47, 69], regardless of the IR models adopted in 

the tracing tools. Although using an automated IR approach significantly 
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reduces the effort required to manually perform a trace, the low precision of 

the results means that analysts would still have to evaluate a considerably 

large number of returned links in order to differentiate between true and false 

traces. In fact, at a precision level of 10%, an analyst would have to look on 

average through ten candidate links in order to find a good one. Although this 

is a significant improvement over a brute-force analysis, it still requires 

significant effort by the analyst and introduces the possibility of human error. 

The low precision of the trace retrieval results is likely to negatively affect the 

analyst’s belief in the accuracy of the tool. As a result, industrial practitioners 

may hesitate to adopt IR-based automated traceability tools.   

1.3 Methods and Contribution 

The need to address the low precision problem in the automated 

traceability has motivated the research work presented in this thesis. More 

specifically, the research described in this thesis investigates several 

enhancement strategies to improve the trace retrieval methods with the main 

goal to increase the precision in the retrieval results while maintaining high 

recall values.  

The Probabilistic Network (PN) model [77], an IR model which is fully 

described in section 2.3, provides a baseline against which the enhancement 

strategies are compared. In order to be useful to the analyst, the automated 

requirements traceability tools must retrieve as many true links as possible. In 

our empirical studies, an objective function was therefore established for all 

the retrieval algorithms to achieve high recall levels at 90% and 80% on most 

of the datasets (for datasets on which such high recalls can not be achieved, 

the objective function was to obtain recall as high as possible). An exploratory 

study described in Chapter 4 analyzes the performance of the basic 

probabilistic network model in retrieving traceability links between 

requirements and various software artifacts. This study identifies several 

factors that may cause the retrieval of incorrect links, or the omission of 

correct links. These results are used to develop enhancement algorithms 

designed to utilize one or more of the identified factors in order to improve the 

retrieval precision of the basic probabilistic network model. The results are 

also used to develop predictors of the enhancement strength of the new 

algorithms by evaluating certain characteristics of a specific software system.   
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Although tf-idf is one of the most commonly used term weighting schemes 

in IR, numerous studies in this field have suggested that the standard tf-idf 

method can be improved by considering some characteristics of a specific 

document collection [41, 70]. The research work presented in this thesis is 

therefore specifically focused on investigating term-based enhancement 

strategies to optimize the standard tf-idf term weighting scheme employed in 

the context of the requirements traceability problem.  

Three such enhancement strategies are explored in this thesis: 

1) Query Term Coverage (TC) 

TC approach utilizes the concept of query term coverage which is defined 

as the extent to which terms in the query co-occur in the searched document. 

The approach assumes that documents containing a larger percentage of 

distinct query terms are more likely to be relevant to the query. Therefore, 

incorporating the TC factor into the basic PN model is expected to increase the 

probabilities of true links more significantly than false links. The change can 

enable us to set a higher threshold to filter out more false links in the retrieval 

results and consequently increase the precision of the retrieved links. 

2) Phrasing 

The use of phrases in the general IR context has been studied extensively. 

Compared to the use of single words (terms), phrases are usually considered 

more accurate at describing the content of a document and therefore can help 

improve the accuracy of the text retrieval. Defined over a space of single terms, 

our basic PN model often retrieves some irrelevant documents and this 

contributes to the low precision problem. The thesis introduces a new 

approach to incorporate phrasing techniques into the PN model with the goal 

of reducing the number of irrelevant documents that are retrieved and 

therefore improving the overall precision of the results. 

The TC approach and the phrasing pursue similar goals and their 

application overlaps to a certain degree as the shared terms between a 

query-document pair could contain both single terms and phrases. The current 

definition of TC in this thesis does not differentiate between phrases and 

single terms among the shared terms. As an example, assume that a query “A 

road section shall be added” shares three distinct single terms “road”, 

“section” and “add” with a certain document. The TC approach would treat all 
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the three terms as single terms in the computation of the TC factor. However, 

compared to the term “add”, we believe terms “road” and “section” which 

form a phrase “road section” provide a stronger indication that the query and 

the document should be related. We therefore keep the concept of phrasing 

separated from the query term coverage to stress the importance of phrases in 

the relevance evaluation between query-document pairs.  

3) Utilizing a project glossary 

A project glossary defines some key terms and phrases which capture the 

critical meaning of the software project. We propose to strengthen the 

contribution of these important glossary items to the computation of the 

probability scores by increasing their weights. The incorporation of this 

approach into the PN model aims at increasing the probability score of links 

sharing glossary items as these links are assumed more likely to be true links. 

The change can potentially improve the precision by filtering out more false 

links.  

 

 

 

The work introduced in this thesis supports the development and 

application of automated tracing tools. The three strategies share the same goal 

of improving precision in the retrieval results to address the low precision 

problem, which is a big concern associated with the IR-based tracing methods. 

As depicted in Figure 1.2, a tracing tool incorporating one or more of these 

methods is expected to return a candidate links list containing a smaller 

number of false positives than using the basic PN model. Such an 
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Figure 1.2: Applying enhancement strategies to improve basic retrieval results 
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improvement will not only reduce the analyst’s effort in inspecting the 

retrieval results, but also increase his or her confidence in the accuracy of the 

tracing tools and consequently help to build the analyst’s confidence in the 

tools.  

An analysis is conducted to study which project characteristics have a 

more significant influence on the effectiveness of each of the three 

enhancement algorithms. Such a study defined a set of project-level factors 

that can be used to identify which algorithm will be effective in trace retrieval 

for a given project. Two project-level predictors, namely average query term 

coverage (QTC) and average phrasal term coverage (PTC), are presented. 

These metrics can be adopted to define intelligent tracing tools that can 

automatically determine which enhancement strategy should be applied to 

achieve the best retrieval results on the basis of the metrics values. In addition, 

a set of criteria is proposed to evaluate the usefulness of an existing project 

glossary in improving the trace retrieval results. As an existing project 

glossary will not be useful for the purpose of trace retrieval if it has not been 

consistently used in the development process, a procedure is also presented to 

automatically extract critical keywords and phrases from the requirements 

collection of a given project. The extracted items are then used to enhance the 

automated trace retrieval algorithm. To our best knowledge, the aspect of 

effectiveness predictors and evaluation for enhancement methods has never 

been previously investigated in the automated traceability field. The work 

presented in this thesis will contribute to the traceability study and help 

improve the adaptability of automated traceability methods.  

1.4 Outline of Thesis 

The thesis is organized as follows:  

Chapter 2 introduces and compares three IR models most frequently 

adopted in automated traceability: the Vector Space Model (VSM) [65], the 

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model [81], and the Probabilistic Network 

(PN) model [77]. To address the low-precision problem associated with the 

IR-based automated tracing tools the distribution of true links among the 

retrieved traces is analyzed empirically and reveals interesting patterns that 

will be used in the next sections to define effective enhancement methods to 

improve the retrieval accuracy. This analysis also leads to the development of 
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a confidence-score mechanism to help the analyst in evaluating the retrieval 

results.  Several enhancement methods proposed previously to improve trace 

retrieval accuracy are also reviewed in Chapter 2.   

Chapter 3 describes five datasets that will be extensively used in the 

empirical studies in the following chapters. The metrics for measuring the 

accuracy of the retrieval results, including standard IR metrics of recall and 

precision, as well as some other metrics used in our studies are also defined in 

this chapter.  

Chapter 4 through 6 fully describe the three enhancement strategies: TC, 

Phrasing and Project Glossary. Each strategy is first defined, and the 

incorporation of the strategy into the basic PN model either individually or 

synergistically is introduced, followed by the description and discussion of the 

evaluation of each new retrieval algorithm in various datasets.  

Chapter 7 identifies a set of metrics and the project characteristics that can 

be used as predictors of the effectiveness of the enhancement approaches. The 

prediction model utilizing such predictors is then introduced and evaluated in 

a small-scaled empirical study. In addition, an iterative technique is also 

described to determine which trace retrieval approach is more effective on a 

new project when no prior knowledge on traces is available. This technique 

builds a partial answer set containing information collected from user’s 

feedback. 

In Chapter 8 a set of criteria for useful project glossaries for the trace 

retrieval purpose is presented. A method to automatically extract keywords 

and phrases from the requirements collection is also introduced and evaluated. 

This automated method is designed to be used in lieu of a missing or 

ineffective project glossary.  

The final chapter summarizes and discusses the research work presented in 

this thesis.  
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CHAPTER 2: IR-BASED AUTOMATED REQUIREMENTS TRACING 

Automated requirements trace retrieval techniques that utilize IR methods 

are typically comprised of the following steps. First of all the textual 

information contained in the software artifacts collection is pre-processed by 

removing stop words such as articles, pronouns, and conjunctions that are very 

common and therefore not useful for retrieval purposes. Each remaining word 

is then stemmed to its grammatical root by eliminating suffixes and prefixes. 

Based on the resulting set of terms, relevance scores between requirements 

and traceable software documents are evaluated using a specific IR model. 

Requirement-document pairs that score over a certain threshold are then 

considered candidate links and returned for evaluation to the analyst in 

decreasing order of their relevance scores. 

Three commonly used trace retrieval models that have been applied most 

frequently in traceability research studies are the Vector Space Model (VSM), 

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model, and Probabilistic Network (PN) model. 

Several requirements tracing prototype tools employing different IR models 

have been developed to assist the analyst in the tracing tasks [1, 2, 8, 9, 33, 34, 

35, 44, 46, 47, 69]. Based on the published research results, none of these IR 

models have shown consistently better performance than others in 

requirements trace retrieval.  

These three IR models will be fully described and discussed in the first 

three sections of this chapter. As part of the study on the low-precision 

problem associated with the IR-based automated tracing tools, section 2.4 

describes an analysis of the links distribution in the retrieval results using the 

PN model and presents a confidence-score mechanism to help the analyst in 

evaluating the retrieval results. The last section introduces and analyzes five 

enhancement methods previously proposed to improve the low precision in the 

automated trace retrieval results. 

2.1 Vector Space Model (VSM) 

The VSM [65, 66, 68] represents each query and each searched document 

as term vectors defined in the space of all terms T = {t1,t2,…,tn} that are 

extracted from the whole document collection. Formally a document d can be 

represented as a vector ),...,,( ,,2,1 dndd wwwd = , where wi,d is the term weight 
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associated with the term i with respect to d, and n is the total number of terms 

in the term space. Similarly a query q can also be represented as a vector 

),...,,( ,,2,1 qnqq wwwq = .  

Each term t is assigned a weight that reflects its importance to represent 

the contents of the query or the document. Such term weights are usually 

computed using a standard term weighting scheme known as tf-idf [Salton & 

Buckley, 1988] where tf stands for term frequency and idf stands for inverse 

document frequency. The tf of a term ti with respect to a document d is usually 

computed as 
||

),(
),(

d

dtfreq
dttf i

i = , where freq(ti,d) is the frequency of the term 

in the document and is normalized by the length of the document. The idf of a 

term ti is usually computed as )(log2
i

t n

n
idf

i
= , where n is the total number of 

the documents in the whole collection and ni is the number of documents in 

which ti occurs. wi,d, the term weight associated with the term i with respect to 

a document d, is then calculated as wid = tf(t i, d)×idfti. A term is considered 

relevant for representing a document’s content and is assigned a relatively 

high weight if it occurs many times in the document, and is contained in a 

small number of documents. 

The relevance between the query q and the document d is measured by a 

similarity score sim(d,q) that is defined as the cosine of the angle formed by 

their corresponding vectors, and is computed as: 
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VSM has been adopted in automated tracing tools to trace between various 

types of software artifacts. For example, Hayes et al. [33, 34, 35] built a tool 

named RETRO (REquirements TRacing On-target) that implements VSM and 

LSI (LSI will be described in detail in the following section). Its effectiveness 

in trace retrieval has been evaluated on several datasets focusing on the tracing 

from high-level to low-level requirements. Our research group has developed 

a prototype tracing tool Poirot [9, 43, 69] that implements both VSM and PN 

Model (PN model will be introduced in section 2.1.3) to dynamically generate 

and retrieve links between requirements and software artifacts including UML 
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classes, Java code and design documents.  

Although VSM is easy to implement and the similarity scores between two 

vectors are easy to calculate, results from all these studies indicate that in 

general VSM returns relatively low precision, ranging from 7-14% when a 

high recall value of 90% is achieved. The unsatisfying retrieval performance 

of VSM is often caused by strict word-matching. Since there are usually many 

ways to express a given concept (synonyms), terms in a relevant document 

might not match the query. Additionally, as words could have multiple 

meanings (polysemy), an irrelevant document may be incorrectly retrieved if it 

uses the same terms with the query.  

2.2 Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 

As a variation of VSM, LSI is based on concept matching with the purpose 

to improve simple word-matching. With LSI, relevant documents that have no 

terms in common with the query, and therefore would be missed by the 

standard tf-idf approach, may still be retrieved. The assumption of this model 

is that there are some underlying semantic structures (latent structures) in 

documents and terms which are often hidden behind the various word choices.  

LSI applies Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique [24] to map 

terms and consequently query and documents vectors into a lower dimensional 

space associated with concepts. According to the SVD model, any a×b matrix 

X, where a, b are the numbers of rows and columns in X respectively, can be 

decomposed into the product of three other matrices: 

T
mmm DSTX =  

where Tm (a a×m matrix) and Dm (a b×m matrix) have orthogonal and 

unit-length columns, and Sm is a m×m (m=min(a,b)) diagonal matrix of 

singular values. If we only keep the k (k<m) largest singular values of Sm, and 

only retain the corresponding k columns in matrix Tm and the k rows in T
mD , a 

new matrix X’ can be obtained as:  

XDSTX T
kkk ≈='  

X’ is the approximated matrix of rank k with the best least square fit to the 

original matrix X. That is, by keeping the k largest singular values, we are able 

to capture the major structure of the original data and discard much of the 

noise that causes poor retrieval performance. 
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Based on SVD techniques above, LSI has been adopted in IR by firstly 

constructing a t×d term-document matrix X from a collection of documents, 

where t is the total number of the terms in the space and d is the total number 

of documents. Each element Xij(0≤i<t, 0≤j<d) in X represents the frequency of 

term i in document j. After a k-dimensional SVD decomposition, the original 

term-document matrix is projected into a lower dimensional new space. The 

relevance between the query and the document vectors is also evaluated by its 

cosine similarity measure in the space of reduced dimension.   

Lucia et al [44, 45] built a tool ADAMS (Advanced Artifact Management 

System) that implements the LSI model to help software engineers recover 

traceability links missed in manual tracing. Macus and Maletic [46] utilized 

LSI to recover links between source code and documentation, including 

internal documentation such as comments. Although considered to be a more 

accurate IR model than VSM, LSI has not consistently outperformed VSM in 

traceability applications. For instance, in the tracing experiments conducted by 

Hayes et al [35] in which both VSM and LSI were utilized to retrieve links in 

two datasets, the two IR models have similar performance in one dataset but 

VSM achieved higher recall and precision in another dataset. However, results 

by Macus and Maletic [46] showed that LSI was able to achieve higher recall 

and precision than VSM in the same datasets used in their study. Typically LSI 

is considered to perform better on larger and textually richer datasets, as the 

reduction of dimensionality may result in significant information loss for 

datasets with fewer terms and concepts [81].   

An open question of LSI is how to choose the optimal dimension k, such 

that k is large enough to capture the majority of the latent structure of the 

document collection, and at the same time small enough to reduce unimportant 

details. In practice, the dimensionality is often determined experimentally, or 

selected based on previous work. Another concern of LSI is that the model 

tends to be computationally intensive for SVD decomposition when the corpus 

of the document collection grows, as the sparse term-document matrix can 

become enormous.  

2.3 PN (A Probabilistic Network Model) 

Our previous work has applied a Probabilistic Network (PN) model to 

dynamically generate and retrieve links between requirements and software 
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artifacts. The probabilistic IR approach uses a flexible mathematical 

framework to model queries and documents as variables in a concept space 

defined by the keywords in the documents collection. A probabilistic graphical 

model [51] is used to represent the relationships between queries and 

documents, where documents, queries and keywords are represented as nodes 

in a graph and the relevance relationships are represented as arrows linking a 

query to related keywords and documents. Although the PN model uses a 

standard tf-idf approach to compute the probability of relevance of a document 

with respect to a query, it can be extended to allow the use of additional 

information about the documents collection to improve the learning of relevant 

links.  

Following standard IR terminology, the PN model [77] assumes the 

existence of a set of documents {q1, q2, …, qm} that are regarded as queries and 

a document collection {d1, d2, …, dn}. The model interprets each query q and 

each document d as random variables defined within a concept space defined 

by the terms {t1, t2, ……, tk} contained in the document collection, and 

estimates the relevance between q and d as the probability of a link existing 

between them. In this thesis the requirements are regarded as queries, and the 

document collection contains other software artifacts that may be traced to the 

requirements. Note the model can be used to trace between any types of 

document sets. The assumption in our probabilistic model is that a software 

artifact d containing terms that co-occur in the given requirement q is expected 

to be a potentially relevant trace for that requirement. Thus a conditional 

probability value p(d|q) for each q and d is defined as a function of the 

frequency of terms co-occurring in both q and d, and is calculated as follows: 
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searchable document collection {d1, d2, …, dn} that contain term ti. Notice that 

p(d|q) is equal to zero if d and q do not have any terms in common.  

Similarly to VSM, the definition of the probabilistic similarity score is also 

based on the tf-idf standard weighting strategy. The first component p(d|ti) 

represents the relative frequency of term ti in document d and increases with 

the number of occurrence of ti in d. idf is used to reduce the contribution of 

common terms to the overall probability value between the query and the 

document.  

Given a query qi, the conditional probability p(dj|qi) is computed for each 

document dj in {d1, d2, …, dn} using formula 1.1. Documents are ranked in 

decreasing order of the probability scores to the query qi according to the 

value of p(dj|qi). A high value of p(dj|qi) provides strong evidence that a 

potential link between qi and dj exists. A threshold value is typically 

established, and all documents whose probability values p(dj|qi) fall above the 

threshold are retrieved as potential links to the query qi.   

2.4 Analysis of Links Distribution 

This section describes an analysis of the low precision problem for 

automated tracing tools. The study reveals that the precision of the results vary 

greatly with the range of the probability scores assigned by the PN based 

tracing tool. The proportion of true links increase as the probability scores get 

larger. Based on the analysis of the precision levels for different probability 

intervals, and to improve the usability of the probabilistic network tool, a 

confidence score mechanism is designed to support the analyst in the 

evaluation of the trace retrieval results with low precision. This mechanism 

has been deployed in our Poirot:Tracemaker tool [43]. 

A confidence score represents the belief a user has that a retrieved link is 

in fact a true link. The importance of implementing this concept to support 

requirements trace retrieval is critical in light of the precision problem 

affecting trace retrieval.   

The link distribution for true-links and false-links is initially learned from 

three different datasets, including the Ice-Breaker System (IBS), Event Based 

Traceability (EBT), and Light Control System (LC) which are fully described 

in section 3.1. In these datasets, similar patterns are observed among the 

distributions of the probability scores for true links. The results consistently 
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show that candidate links with larger probability scores are more likely to be 

true links. On the other hand, the links with very small probability scores are 

very likely to be non-links. This is clearly depicted in Figure 2.1, which shows 

the probability score distribution for true links against the one for non-links for 

the IBS system. In the region in the center, true-links and non-links are mostly 

cross-distributed, making it difficult to discriminate between these types of 

links based only on the probability scores.  

 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the frequencies of true links for the IBS dataset in 

equally spaced intervals for the probability scores defined in terms of 

percentile ranks. The graph shows that the frequency of true links increases 

with the probability scores in a non-linear fashion. In the middle region, the 

frequency of true links increases at a slower rate than in the top region where 

the probability values are higher. Similarly for links with very low probability 

values – i.e. within the region where the true links are scarcer - the frequency 

of true links increases even more slowly. 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Areas of high and low confidence in IBS 
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Based on these observations, we defined a segmentation method for 

computing confidence scores by considering the frequency distribution of true 

links in different probability intervals. Confidence scores are defined as a 

measure of belief in the correctness of the results returned by the automated 

trace retrieval algorithm. For convenience the scores are set between 0 and 

100%, and are calculated according to the probability value of a link in respect 

to the general distribution of probability values for true-links and false-links in 

the dataset. 

The segmentation method divides the range of probability scores in (K+1) 

intervals and defines a piecewise function that computes confidence scores in 

each interval according to the frequency of true links in that interval.  

As shown in Figure 2.2, true links frequency is relatively high when 

probability scores are above the 80th percentile, while for scores below the 20th 

percentile, the frequency of true links is quite low. The distributions of true 

links for EBT and LC datasets reflect a similar pattern.  

The frequency of true links in the i-th segment (pi-1, pi) is defined as: 

)p,in(p links  candidate ofnumber 

 )p,(pin   links  trueofnumber 

i1-i

i1-i=iµ                 (2.2) 

The measure µi can be regarded as the local precision metric relative to the 

i-th segment.  

Let C(p) be the confidence score associated to a candidate link with 
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Figure 2.2: Confidence value vs. Probability in IBS 
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probability score p. The 100% confidence score is assigned to the candidate 

link that has probability value equal to or higher than 0.5, i.e. C(p)=1 for 

p>=0.5. This is based on our observation that any link with a probability value 

as high as 0.5 is extremely likely to be a true link. Also we assign zero 

confidence to pairs (d,q) with zero probability score, i.e. C(p)=0 for p=0.   

Let pmax be the maximum probability score returned by the tool. The set of 

probability scores between p0=0 and pK+1=pmax is divided into K+1 intervals. 

Each interval (pi-1, pi), for i=1,…,K+1, is defined by selecting K percentile 

values (p1,p2,…,pK) from the distribution of the probability scores. The K 

percentile values can be determined according to some prior knowledge of the 

true links distribution. Such prior knowledge could be based for instance on a 

set of known traces that can be generated without the need for user evaluation.  

If no prior knowledge is available on a certain system, a simpler version of 

the segmentation algorithm can be proposed using a coarser segmentation and 

the true links density learned in our previous experiments. However, as users 

apply the retrieval tool to that system, information on the correctness of some 

links is obtained through user’s feedback, and can be used to learn the 

confidence values more accurately.   

Once the K percentile values have been selected, the average probability 

ip  of the probability scores in (pi-1, pi) is computed for each interval (pi-1, pi) 

for i=1,…,,K+1. The confidence score )( ipC  is assumed to be proportional to 

the true link frequency in the i-th interval, and is computed as )( ipC = λ*µ i, 

where λ is a rescaling factor that can be set by the user and µi is defined in 

expression (2.2). 

Each segment in the piecewise function is defined as a straight line joining 

pairs of points defined as ))(,( ii pCp and ))(,( 11 ++ ii pCp for i=0,…,K. The graph 

in Figure 2.3 shows an example of the piecewise function for a simple case 

with K=2. In each segment, the confidence value C(p) is computed as a linear 

function of p with slope  depending on the increase in true link frequency 

between two consecutive intervals.   
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The general expression of the piecewise function for computing 

confidence values is displayed in Table 2.1.  

 

A small-scale usability study on the effectiveness of this confidence score 

mechanism was conducted using our Poirot:Tracemaker tool [Lin et al., 2006] 

to compare the analyst’s performance in conducting trace tasks when 

supported by confidence scores versus tasks that were unsupported. Through 

observing participants’ behavior and as a result of the interview process, we 

discovered that the confidence scores were very effective in helping the 

analyst filter out links that were not likely to be true. Analysts preferred to 

focus their effort in the evaluation of links with higher confidence score, rather 

than links with very low score. Links with very low confidence score were 

immediately regarded as not correct. The usability study was fully described in 

[79].   

2.5 Previously Proposed Enhancement Approaches 

Prior research in requirements traceability has attempted to improve 

precision in several different ways. Some approaches adopt standard IR 

Table 2.1: Linear stepwise function to compute confidence values 
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techniques while others take into account the specific characteristics of the 

software artifacts collection in the development of their retrieval algorithms. 

The five previously proposed approaches, namely thesaurus, hierarchical 

structure information, clustering, graphical pruning and user relevance 

feedback are described and discussed in this section.  

2.5.1 Thesaurus  

Thesauri provide the information about relationships between different 

terms. The classic IR models only compare the co-occurrence of single terms 

in the query and the document, regardless of the presence of synonyms and 

acronyms in the document which implicitly could make the document relevant 

to the query. However in many situations, a relevant document is not retrieved 

due to the “ignorance” of the IR model that is not able to recognize synonyms. 

As an example, a document containing “car speed” will not be considered 

relevant to a query describing “vehicle velocity” based on the basic IR models, 

even though it might be a true match to the query.  

To address this problem, the thesaurus has become a standard component 

in tracing tools [33, 34, 35, 43] to capture synonyms or acronyms both in the 

query and the traced artifact which otherwise might have contained no 

matching terms. In their tracing tool RETRO, Hayes et al. [33, 34, 35] 

implemented a thesaurus-based retrieval to extend the underlying basic VSM 

model by considering the synonyms and matching terms used in technical 

lingo in which the high level and low level requirements are written. Their 

thesaurus was constructed by manually extracting these matching terms from 

the data dictionary and from acronym lists available in the appendices of the 

requirements documents. In their approach, an analyst manually assigned a 

similarity coefficient between 0 and 1 to each pair of the matching terms to 

measure the match relevance based on the analyst’s perception. A default value 

is used if the analyst chooses not to assign such as value. The standard cosine 

similarity computation between a query and a document receives an additive 

score from matches defined in the thesaurus. Their evaluation of this thesaurus 

approach focusing on traces from 19 high level requirements to 50 low level 

requirements showed that the approach performed quite well. The precision 

was significantly increased from 11% using the basic VSM model to 41%. The 

approach has proven to be especially effective in improving the retrieval 
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results when the queries and the artifacts are written using very different 

terminology.  

However the approach proposed by Hayes et al. [2003; 2006] assumes that 

there are data dictionaries and the acronym lists available in the appendix of 

requirement documents from which the thesaurus can be manually extracted 

by copy and paste. In reality not every project comes with such information. 

When an appendix is not available, constructing a thesaurus can be time 

consuming, as it may require extensive knowledge on a specific project in 

order to identify the matching technical terms.  

2.5.2 Hierarchical structure information 

Many software artifacts are constructed in a hierarchical structure. 

Examples include headings for requirements and sub-requirements in which 

information contained in a head requirement describes the general meaning of 

its sub-requirements; or packages and classes, where the name of a package 

indicates the general functionalities of the classes contained in it.  

Cleland-Huang et al. [9] proposed utilizing hierarchical information 

describing interrelationships between ancestors of the query and the traced 

artifact. They observed that the information contained in the ancestors may 

provide necessary context to understand its descendants. Their proposed 

approach therefore enhances the probability value between a query and an 

artifact if their ancestors share the same terms. The hierarchical approach was 

evaluated against three datasets [9] tracing from requirements to UML classes. 

The experiment applied the hierarchical approach either to the entire dataset or 

to a subset of mid-probability links which based on the links distribution study 

in section 2.4 are considered low confidence links. However, only one dataset 

demonstrated an improvement on precision with an increase of 11% at recall 

of 90% when the approach was applied to the low confidence links. The other 

two datasets returned minimal or no improvement.  

Their analysis revealed that the two datasets in which the hierarchical 

approach was not effective do not have strong hierarchical information, and 

the package names were not as meaningful as they could have been. Therefore, 

strong hierarchical structure is essential for this approach to be effective. 

Loose hierarchy within the artifacts, which is often presented in software 

projects, impacts the effectiveness of this enhancement strategy. 
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2.5.3 Clustering 

Clustering is another enhancement algorithm proposed by Cleland-Huang 

et al. [9] which is based on the observation that true links tend to occur in 

physical clusters within a hierarchy. These clusters can be logical groups of 

software products such as a package containing multiple classes. The 

algorithm hypothesized that if a link is established between a query and a 

document, and if the document belongs to a logical cluster, then the likelihood 

of other documents within that cluster also being relevant to the query should 

be increased. The concept is called document side clustering. Similarly, query 

side clustering can also be applied to individual documents and clusters of 

queries if a link is established between the document and one of the queries 

within the same cluster.  

Experiments were conducted by the authors against the same three datasets 

used for evaluating the hierarchical approach. For the dataset with relatively 

strong hierarchical information, a significant improvement was observed only 

when document-side clustering was applied to the retrieved links that have 

lower probability scores. Query-side clustering did not achieve any 

improvement. The two datasets in which the hierarchical structure was not 

very strong did not return any significant improvement from applying either 

document-side or query-side clustering. In the experiments document side 

clusters were formed from groups of lower-level requirements and the 

document side clusters were classes within packages.  

Similarly to the hierarchical approach, the effectiveness of the clustering 

algorithm in increasing the precision of the retrieval results is strongly affected 

by the structure of the documents collection such as the decomposition of 

requirements into sub-requirements, the grouping of classes into packages. 

Datasets with loose logical structures are most likely unaffected by this 

algorithm. 

2.5.4 Pruning 

In the same paper [9], Cleland-Huang et al. proposed a semi-automated 

graph pruning technique to apply to specific areas in which the precision of 

the retrieval is particularly low. The approach asks the analyst to provide 

initial feedback against a training set to identify the groups of requirements 

and documents that are mostly likely to spawn false links. Constraints are then 
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established between the groups of requirements and documents such that the 

probability of the links in the constraining groups is either cut by half or 

reduced to zero.  

As the pruning technique requires a training set to initialize the process, 

the effectiveness of this approach is greatly affected by the size of the training 

set. In the experiments conducted by Cleland-Huang et al. [9], promising 

improvement on precision of the retrieval results was observed only when the 

training set size was relatively large (50% of the query-document pairs were 

included in the training set for one of their datasets). It indicates the approach 

will be effective only if sufficient feedback is obtained from the analyst. 

2.5.5 Relevance feedback mechanism 

Relevance feedback is a classic IR technique [62] where the search system 

revises the list of the search results according to the user’s agreement or 

disagreement on the system’s evaluation of the document relevance. In a 

typical relevance feedback process, the user is presented with a list of ranked 

documents and asked to indicate which documents are relevant to his or her 

query and which ones are not. The decisions are collected for query extension 

by typically increasing the weighting of terms that are contained in relevant 

documents, and decreasing the weight of terms that are in irrelevant 

documents. The updated query is then used by the system to induce a new set 

of relevant documents, possibly including new documents. The display, 

evaluation, and re-ranking cycle repeats until the user is satisfied with the 

returned results.  

Hayes et al. [33, 34, 35] incorporated in their tracing tool RETRO the 

standard Rocchio algorithm [62] to extend the VSM model. Given a query, the 

analyst was provided with a “link”/“no link” choice for each candidate link 

retrieved by the tool. In the experiments they simulated the user feedback by 

using the pre-defined “answer set” of the datasets. Evaluation was provided on 

the top i (i=1, 2, 3 or 4) ranked documents in each iteration and the cycle was 

repeated eight times. The results indicated that utilizing user relevance 

feedback can potentially increase recall by including the omitted true links, 

and also improve precision by excluding false positives.  

The biggest drawback associated with their proposed feedback mechanism 

however, is the tedious process of repetitively providing relevance information 
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on retrieved documents. The results suggested that the approach is not 

effective when the number of evaluated documents in each cycle is too small, 

which means the analyst may have to provide considerable amount of input in 

order to provide sufficient feedback information. In addition, this mechanism 

tends to only improve the results on the queries upon which the feedback was 

supplied. The tradeoff between the amount of the input solicited from the user 

and the improvement on the retrieval results of this approach has not been 

fully studied.   

 

As described above, although individually proven to be effective in 

improving the retrieval results to some extent, each of the methods has its own 

drawbacks. Some methods have strong constraints and may be only applicable 

to datasets with some specific characteristics. Therefore, the objective of our 

research work is to investigate effective enhancement strategies that are simple, 

easy to implement and require the least amount of additional effort from the 

analyst. Furthermore, the factors that affect the effectiveness of the proposed 

strategies will also be investigated with the goal to provide metrics for 

predicting how well a certain strategy may perform in a specific dataset. These 

metrics can be used to develop tracing tools that can automatically determine 

whether or not to apply a certain enhancement strategy in order to achieve the 

best retrieval results according to the metrics values.  
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CHAPTER 3: DATASETS, METRICS AND BASELINE 

RESULT 

 
This chapter introduces the five datasets that are used in the empirical 

studies presented in this thesis to evaluate the trace retrieval approaches. A set 

of metrics for the evaluation of the retrieval accuracy and effectiveness is also 

described. Section 3.3 describes the trace results in these five datasets using 

the basic PN retrieval algorithm which provides a baseline against which the 

enhancement strategies are compared.   

3.1 Test Datasets  

Constructing a dataset from a software system for evaluation purpose 

typically involves the following steps: 1) Extracting textual information of 

software artifacts which may be specified using various tools, such as MS 

Word, UML diagrams, Requisite Pro [60] etc. and 2) Manually building a 

trace matrix which is the answer set explicitly defining the true links between 

the software artifacts in a system. A trace matrix is the prerequisite for 

evaluating the retrieval accuracy. Even if the system is supplied with a matrix, 

additional effort is still needed to validate the accuracy of the given matrix. 

Because of the limited availability of such software systems and the effort 

involved in creating and evaluating the trace matrices, currently we have only 

five datasets for the empirical studies. These datasets contain a variety of 

software systems ranging from available research projects to industrial 

applications or student assignments. The software artifact types contained in 

these datasets include requirements, design documents, and source code. 

Therefore, these datasets can be considered representative of the tracing tasks 

in real software systems. 

The details of individual datasets are described below and summarized in 

Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1: 

• IBS 

 IBS (Ice-breaker System) describes the requirements and design of a 

public-works department system for managing roads de-icing. The system 

activities include prediction of icy conditions, work order management, truck 

management, and inventory control. IBS was initially described in “Mastering 
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the Requirements Process” [99] and then enhanced from materials found at 

several public works websites. The tracing task in IBS is focused on links 

between 164 requirements and 71 UML classes. An initial trace matrix was 

supplied with the system and was also validated by our research group.  

IBS is extensively used in our experiments as it is a relatively large dataset 

with a complete and thoroughly validated trace matrix. In addition, it contains 

strong hierarchical information in the artifacts, and has a project glossary that 

was used consistently throughout the writing of the documents and can be 

used for the evaluation of the glossary strategy discussed in this research 

proposal. 

• EBT 

The Event-Based Traceability (EBT) system, which was initially 

developed at the International Center for Software Engineering at the 

University of Illinois at Chicago [7], provides a dynamic traceability 

infrastructure based on the publish-subscribe scheme for maintaining artifacts 

during long-term change maintenance. It is composed of 41 requirements and 

52 classes. Its trace matrix was manually built by the developers of the system.  

• LC 

  LC was reconstructed from the well documented Light Control system 

(Light Control) developed for the University of Kaiserslautern [3]. This 

system controls the lights in a building based upon user defined lighting 

schemes, building occupation, and current exterior illumination. Our version 

of this system consists of 34 requirements and 25 classes. The trace matrix 

was supplied with the original project. 

Each of the matrices for IBS, EBT and LC has been used in our prior work 

and has therefore undergone a rigorous and lengthy evaluation process.   

• SE450 Student Projects 

 This dataset contains 15 anonymous student term projects for a MS level 

Software Engineering class at DePaul University. The students were instructed 

to implement a traffic simulation system using the Java programming 

language. The implemented system describes vehicles’ behavior in a set of 

roads equipped with traffic lights. The dataset consists of requirements that 

specify road maps, road segments, vehicles and stoplights, and 15 sets of Java 
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source code which vary greatly in structure, as shown in Figure 3.1. The 

tracing task for this dataset is therefore from the same set of requirements to 

the 15 sets of Java source code.  

As part of the deliverables, each student created a trace matrix for his or 

her own project to specify one or more of the java classes that implement the 

individual requirements. All the matrices were independently validated and 

corrected by two research assistants in our group. 

• CM1 

CM1 is a large dataset extracted from a NASA project for a science 

instrument and is made available to the public through the Promise Data 

Repository [55]. The dataset consists of 235 high-level requirements and 220 

low-level requirements. A traceability matrix containing 361 true links 

Table 3.1: Datasets Summary 
Dataset # of 

requirements 
Document 

type 
# of 

documents 
# of 
true 
links 

Available 
project 
glossary 

IBS 164 UML classes 71 420 Yes 
EBT 41 UML classes 52 135 No 
LC 34 UML class 25 91 No 

SE450 46 Java classes 475*  1252*  Yes 
CM1 235 Low-level 

requirements 
220 361 No 

 *SE450 dataset aggregated statistics from 15 student projects 
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of 15 student projects on SE450 dataset 
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between high-level and low-level requirements was manually built by NASA 

and verified by Hayes et al. [33, 34, 35] for their studies on requirements 

traceability. The tracing retrieval results on CM1 using both VSM and LSI 

models in their studies have been published in [33, 34, 35].  

 
3.2 Metrics for Retrieval Effectiveness 

 

• Recall and Precision 

Two standard IR metrics, recall and precision [25], are used as the primary 

measurements in the evaluation of the accuracy of the retrieval results. Recall 

measures the proportion of true links that are retrieved out of all true links 

available, and precision measures the proportion of the true links in the set of 

retrieved links. They are computed as follows: 

acescorrect tr of #

 tracesretrievedcorrectly  of  #=recall  

 tracesretrieved #

 tracesretrievedcorrectly  #=precision  

 

In tracing retrieval results, precision is usually evaluated at a low threshold 

in order to achieve high recalls such as 90% or 80%. The precision at these 

high recall levels represents the overall accuracy in the candidate links list (a 

set of links that scores above the threshold) returned to the analyst. However 

in some situations the overall precision alone is insufficient to measure the 

improvement in the results. As displayed in Figure 3.2, two algorithms A and 

B may achieve the same overall precision at a fixed high recall level in a given 

project. However, the candidate links list generated from algorithm B may 
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contain more true links on the top, i.e. algorithm B obtains higher precision 

than A at lower recall levels. In this case measuring only the overall precision 

would fail to capture the improvement resulting from algorithm B. 

To capture the change in the internal structure of the candidate links list, 

we also measure precision of retrieval at different threshold levels. More 

specifically, in our experiments precision is evaluated from low recall levels of 

10%, 20% to the highest possible level at a 10% interval. The results at recall 

levels of 10% and 20% contain the links at top of the retrieval results that 

would be seen and inspected by the analyst first. Therefore the improved 

precision at these low recall levels is especially meaningful as it implies more 

true links are listed on the top of the retrieval results and the analyst may be 

able to evaluate those important links earlier in the process.  

• DiffAR 

DiffAR is a quantitative measurement proposed by Hayes et al. [35] to 

compare the difference between the average similarity scores of correctly 

retrieved and incorrectly retrieved links. It is computed as: 
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where Sim(q,d) represents the link similarity score computed by using one of 

the IR models, DT is the set of candidate links that are true links, DF is the set 

of candidate links that are false positives, and |D| is the number of the links in 

the set D.  

A higher value of DiffAR indicates that true links have higher similarity 

Candidate links list A Candidate links list B Keys

True link

False link

 
Figure 3.2 Two candidate links lists with the same overall precision but 

different precision on top of the list 
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scores on average and therefore can be differentiated more easily from false 

positives in the retrieved results. 

• Lag 

Lag of a true link in the candidate links measures the number of false 

positives that are ranked higher than that true link. Lag of the whole candidate 

links list, i.e. the average Lag of all retrieved true links, specifies that on 

average how many false positives are found in the candidate links list above 

each of the true links. A lower Lag represents that true links are more 

separated from false positives. 

• Average Precision Change at various recall levels 

We are also presenting a new metric, the Average Precision Change (AP) 

at various recall levels, which provides a more accurate measurement of the 

precision changes in the retrieved links list than the overall precision at a 

specific recall level.   

Let ∆i (i=1,2,…,k) be the precision change after applying two different 

retrieval strategies at the i-th recall level for k different recall levels. The 

Average Precision Change at various recall levels is calculated as 

kAP
k

i
i /

1
∑

=

∆= . 

In our experiments the precision changes ∆i are evaluated at recall levels 

from 10% to the highest achievable recall with a 10% interval. 

Previously proposed metrics such as DiffAR are not suitable for 

comparing different retrieval algorithms across different projects, as these 

metrics take values on different scales depending on the project. In contrast, 

the Average Precision Change takes values on a fixed scale and allows the 

evaluation of the impact of various retrieval algorithms across different 

datasets. 

There are also other metrics that are used in general IR applications. The 

most commonly used ones include: 

1) F-measure, a harmonic mean of recall and precision. As there is usually 

a trade-off between recall and precision, the F-measure is used to represent the 

balance between the two measures. The max of F-measure indicates the “best” 

achievable combination of precision and recall. F-measure can be computed as 
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, where β is the weight used to tilt the 

balance between the two measures. When β=1, recall and precision are equally 

important. β>1 means recall is more important and vice versa.  

2) Average Inverse Rank (AIR). A true link is assigned the inverse of its 

rank (1/r) in the retrieved links list. AIR takes the average over the inverse 

rank of all true links in the list. A large value of AIR indicates that true links 

are ranked higher in the retrieval result.   

Similar to the overall precision value at a specific recall level, F-measure 

is not sufficient to measure the improvement in the retrieval results. This 

measure would also fail to capture the change in the internal structure of the 

two retrieval results displayed in Figure 3.2. Therefore precision at various 

recall level is used in our experiments instead of the F-measure.  

AIR also has its own limitations. Although an increased AIR can indicate 

‘good links rising, bad links sinking” in the candidate links list, and a 

decreased AIR reflects the opposite, this metric cannot measure the degree of 

the separation between the true links and false positives in the list. Therefore 

in our experiment, DiffAR is used to effectively assess the quantitative 

separation between the true links and false positives in the retrieved results.  

 

3.3 Baseline Result 

This section presents the results for the five datasets using the basic PN 

retrieval algorithm introduced in section 2.3. These results provide a baseline 

against which the enhancement strategies are compared. As the SE450 dataset 

contains fifteen projects, one representative project was chosen and the result 

in this project is shown in Figure 3.3. The results in all fifteen projects can be 

found in Appendix A.  

As shown in Figure 3.3, the precision at high recall level of 80% and 90% 

in these datasets is relatively low, ranging from 3% in CM-1 to 36% in LC 

datasets. For instance, at a recall level of 90%, precision was achieved at 20%, 

17% and 36% in IBS, EBT and LC respectively. (Note the chosen SE450 

project can not achieve recall as high as 90% or 80% because a number of the 

true links in this project contain no shared terms and therefore are 
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non-retrievable by using term-based retrieval model) 

We conducted exploratory analyses on the performance of the basic 

probabilistic retrieval algorithm to investigate the reasons for the low precision 

of the retrieved results in these datasets. The analyses have motivated the 

enhancement approaches presented in this thesis for improving the precision 

of the results. Chapters 4 through 6 will provide the details of those analyses 

of the baseline results. 
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Figure 3.3: Baseline results on various datasets using the basic PN 

algorithm 
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CHAPTER 4: QUERY TERM COVERAGE AS AN 

ENHANCEMENT FACTOR 

4.1 Introduction 

The tracing tool Poirot implements the basic PN model and was previously 

evaluated against IBS, EBT and LC datasets. At a recall level of 90%, 

precision was achieved at 20%, 17% and 36% in IBS, EBT and LC 

respectively [9]. An exploratory analysis of the performance of the basic 

probabilistic retrieval algorithm on the IBS dataset was carried out to 

investigate the reasons for the low precision of the retrieved results. IBS was 

chosen for the analysis as it contains the largest number of requirements (164) 

and documents (71) among the three datasets. The investigation concentrated 

on two distinct sets of links that were incorrectly handled by the tracing tool. 

These were the top false positives (false links that are retrieved as correct) in 

the candidate links list and the top false negatives (true links that are falsely 

rejected) in the discarded links list. The recall of the retrieval algorithm can be 

directly improved by reducing false negatives, while precision can be directly 

improved by reducing false positives. On the other hand, when false negatives 

are pushed up in the ranking, some false positives among the candidate links 

can be rejected by ‘raising the threshold’ and therefore precision can also be 

indirectly improved. 

Analysis of the top false positives showed that a large percentage of these 

pairs contained very few distinct matching terms and often just a single 

matching term that occurs multiple times. As an example, when the 

requirement “A road section shall be added” in IBS dataset is issued as the 

query, a class “Tutorial GUI” is returned by the tool simply because the only 

shared term “section” occurs frequently in this class. This is an example of an 

incorrect link as “section” refers to a tutorial section in the class diagram and 

represents a different and unrelated concept (related to a road) in the query.  

In contrast, when examining false negatives we found that some of the 

incorrectly missed links contain a relatively high number of shared distinct 

terms. For instance, in the IBS system, a trace between the requirement 

“ Inventory shall be updated on receipt of a shipment” and the UML class 

“Material Inventory Database” received a low probability score and was 
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incorrectly rejected by the tool because both shared terms “inventory” and 

“update” have very low weights according to the tf-idf weighting scheme.  

An exploratory study was also conducted on IBS dataset to examine the 

number of shared terms for the true links and false links. We found that among 

410 true links in this dataset, 59% of them (a total of 242) share two or more 

distinct terms, while among 2,394 false links, the percentage is only 25% (a 

total of 477), meaning the majority of the false links either share no common 

terms or one distinct term at most.   

In the standard IR models, the similarity score between the query and the 

document is measured based on the weights of the shared terms regardless of 

how many distinct query terms co-occur in the document. This observation has 

led us to consider a more complex term weighting scheme that not only 

depends on the co-occurrence of individual terms but also gives more weight 

to groups of terms that are concurrent in both query and document.  

Let’s consider the following motivational example: assume we are tracing 

from a query q={a,b,c} that contains three single terms a, b and c to two 

documents. Document d1={a,b,c} also contains a, b and c while document 

d2={a,a,a} contains only a repeated three times. Assuming that the three terms 

{ a,b,c} have the same term weight, the basic IR models would generate the 

same similarity score for the two links, and would fail to capture the stronger 

relationship between q and d1. Intuitively document d1 should be considered 

more relevant to the query q, as q and d1 share a larger number of distinct 

terms. Therefore their link should be assigned a higher similarity score. 

To address this problem, we propose utilizing an enhancement factor 

named query term coverage as a contributing factor in the computation of the 

link probability score. Query term coverage represents the extent to which 

terms in the query are found in the traced document and is measured as the 

percentage of query terms occurring in the document. (Note that this metric 

measures the term coverage between individual query-document pairs. It is 

different from another metric named query word usage proposed in the thesis 

which is a measurement between a query and the whole document collection. 

The concept of query word usage will be discussed in section 4.4.2.) 

For a link between query q and document d, query term coverage TC(q,d) 

can be defined as follows: 
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t

m
dqTC =),(                                      (4.1) 

where t is the number of distinct terms contained in q, and m is the number of 

distinct matching terms found in both q and d. Low query term coverage 

occurs when very few distinct query terms are found in the document. The 

highest coverage value of 1 is reached when all query terms occur in the 

document.  

An analysis was conducted to compare the potential effect of the TC 

approach on the retrieval results for the IBS project. The results are displayed 

in Table 4.1. Two tests were computed to compare the average query term 

coverage between true positives (correctly retrieved links), and false positives 

(incorrectly retrieved links). The first test compared the top 100 true positives 

with the top 100 false positives, and the second test compared all the false 

positives with all the true positives. 

The tests showed that the average TC value of false positives is 

significantly lower than the average TC value for true positives at 5% 

significance level. Thus the term coverage approach is more likely to increase 

the probability values for true positives, and to place more true links among 

the top retrieved links list, increasing the accuracy of the retrieval results. The 

improvement is expected to be more significant among the top-ranked 

retrieved links, indicating more true links may be returned first to the analyst 

for inspection.  

Query term coverage has been investigated previously by researchers in 

the general IR context and also in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

field, but has never previously been investigated for purposes of trace retrieval. 

Rao et al. [59] considered the coverage factor in a TREC ad hoc task where 

document topic statements are supplied as the queries. In their experiments, 

Table 4.1: Comparison on the query term coverage  
in false positives & true positives in IBS 

Test Group Type # of 
links 

Average query 
term coverage 

Standard 
Deviation 

1 
Top false positives 100 0.298 0.121 
Top true positives 100 0.481 0.222 

2 
All false positives 1252 0.196 0.103 
All true positives 378 0.310 0.23 
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query term coverage was only applied to very short queries (containing only 

2-3 terms) as the only factor that determines document relevance ranking. 

Their overall results did not show any improvement and they concluded that 

this was because the majority of the queries were relatively long and therefore 

were not affected by the factor at all. Burke et al. [5] also utilized coverage 

factor in their FAQ Finder system as one element to evaluate the similarity 

between the query question and the FAQ question in the database. Their task 

represented a more typical NLP problem and essentially compared sentences 

that expressed the same question using different terms and phrases. The 

incorporation of coverage metrics did not improve their retrieval results. 

Although these applications do not support the use of query term coverage 

in information retrieval, the effectiveness of information retrieval methods has 

in general been shown to be rather context specific. Our initial investigation 

showed that the length of the requirements (queries) in our datasets is 

relatively short compared to the TREC queries. The average query length in 

IBS, EBT, LC and SE450 datasets is 5.7, 7.6, 9.6 and 9 terms respectively, 

while for the TREC collection queries the average length is longer than 20 

terms [36, 37]. This observation implies that query term coverage could have a 

stronger effect on requirements trace retrieval than on TREC tasks. 

Furthermore, our investigation on the coverage factors among top ranked true 

and false links in IBS, as displayed in Table 4.1, indicates that the application 

of term coverage to automated requirements traceability can yield significantly 

better retrieval results.  

The rest of this chapter will describe the TC factor (defined in formula 4.1) 

and how it can be incorporated into the PN retrieval model using three 

methods. The three methods of incorporating the TC factor are evaluated on 

IBS, EBT, LC, CM-1 and SE450 datasets, and the results are compared and 

discussed in section 4.3.  

4.2 Incorporating Term Coverage into the Retrieval Algorithm 

Extending the example in section 4.1, consider a query q containing t (t>1) 

distinct terms and two documents d1 and d2 where d1 contains m (1≤m≤t) 

distinct matching terms with q while d2 contains only one distinct matching 

term (m=1) with q but the term appears m times in d2. Although d1 has a 

higher query term coverage than d2 and we believe p(d1|q) should be larger 
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than p(d2|q), since d1 is conceptually more similar to the query q, the 

probabilities of the two links computed by the basic PN model will be equal, if 

all these matching terms have the same weight. We would like to increase 

p(d1|q) utilizing its high query term coverage of d1 while maintaining p(d2|q) 

constant. One method towards this goal is to increase the basic probability of 

the links by an additive value associated with an enhancement 

factor
1

1

−
−

t

m
which is a variation of the term coverage TC(q,d)=

t

m
. Note 

1

1

−
−

t

m
 is equal to 0 for d2 as d2 contains only one matching term with q, 

therefore p(d2|q) will not be affected by this enhancement factor.  

In our study we assume the enhancement degree to which TC(q,d) affects 

the basic probability scores is proportional to the enhancement factor
1

1

−
−

t

m
. 

Three methods, defined as follows, were used to calculate the new probability 

score pc(d|q) that incorporates the coverage factor: 
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where p(d|q) is the probability generated from the single term based on the 

probabilistic model introduced in section 2.3 and is calculated using formula 

2.1.   

In all three methods the enhanced probability score is linearly dependent 

on the query term coverage value TC(q,d). The degree of the enhancement on 

the basic probability of the links increases when the coverage between the 

links becomes larger. The new probability score takes its maximum value (2 

times as much as the basic score for method A and 3 times for method B) 

whenever all query terms are contained in the document, i.e. t=m.  

In method C the new probability score is computed by multiplying the 

basic score by a factor equal to the number m of terms contained both in q and 

d. Thus this method provides the highest degree of enhancement among the 

three methods. Applying this method is motivated by our observation of the 
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link probability distribution of a few datasets in which we found the average 

probability score for candidate links is relatively low (around 0.01 in IBS and 

even lower in EBT and LC datasets). By using method C, true links are 

expected to rise toward the top of the candidate links list in a greater degree 

than method A and B therefore become more distinct from false positives. 

4.3 Evaluation 

In the empirical study, the three methods of incorporating the TC factor 

were evaluated on three datasets IBS, EBT and LC respectively. The best 

method was then chosen and further evaluated against the other two datasets 

CM-1 and SE450.  

The conclusions from these experiments were: 

• The TC method shows consistent improvement in precision when 

applied across almost all datasets compared to the basic PN model.  

• Method C of incorporating the TC factor performed the best among the 

three. 

• An analysis of the LC dataset in which the TC method decreased the 

precision among the top retrieved links suggests a potential 

improvement for this method by differentiating phrases and single 

words. 

The experiments are described and discussed in detail in the rest of this 

section. 

Evaluation of three TC methods on IBS, EBT and LC datasets 

A good way to illustrate the global effect of the new algorithm is to display 

precision changes at various levels of target recall. Figure 4.1 shows the 

changes of the precision after applying the three TC approaches (labeled as 

TC_A, TC_B and TC_C in the graphs) in IBS, EBT and LC respectively at a 

range of target recalls from 10% to 90% with a 10% interval. 

The results clearly show that the three TC approaches positively affect the 

precision of the retrieval results at most recall levels for the three datasets, and 

that method C of the new algorithm generally outperforms the other two 

methods except for low recall levels in the LC dataset.  
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As shown in Figure 4.1, at high recall levels of 80% and 90%, the 

precision of the retrieval in IBS and LC is considerably improved by an 

increase ranging from 2% to 9% for the three different methods incorporating 

the coverage factor, indicating that after applying the TC approach, more true 

links are retrieved and listed as the candidate links for the analyst. The 

improvement at low recall of 10% in IBS is especially significant with an 

increase of 46% (from 47% to 93%).  

In addition, an evaluation on the datasets using the measurements DiffAR 

and Lag at recall level of 90%, as shown in Table 4.2, reveals that the TC 

approach positively changes the internal structure of the candidate links lists. 

Even for EBT which displays no change in the overall precision of the 

retrieval, both DiffAR and Lag are improved in the dataset. The value of 

DiffAR increases across all three datasets, indicating true links are more 

distinct from false positives in the candidate links list after applying the TC 

method. Similarly the value of Lag decreases after using the new algorithm, 

indicating the number of false positives above each true links decreases and 

therefore the two groups of links are more clearly separated from each other.  

As summarized earlier, method C of the new algorithm outperforms the 

other two methods at high recall levels. However, LC experiences a decrease 

in the precision at 10%, 20% and 30% recall levels after applying the TC 

approach. An observation of the retrieval results in LC reveals that the 

probability scores of a number of false positives are incorrectly increased by a 

considerable degree. As a result these false links make their way into the top 

of the candidate links list. For example, a false link between a requirement 

“The chosen light scene can be set by using the room control panel.” and a 

class “Admin Control Panel GUI” is incorrectly enhanced by the new 

algorithm because they share three distinct terms “room”, “ control” and 

“panel”. In fact, in this requirement “room control panel” is a phrase while in 

the class “control panel” refers to admin control panel and “room” appears in 

a different context.  
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This example reveals an important aspect through which the TC approach 

could be improved. All three shared terms are components of the phrase “room 

control panel” in the requirement. If the concept of query term coverage 

Table 4.2: DiffAR and Lag on three datasets at 90% recall 

Dataset 
DiffAR Lag 

Basic PN TC* Basic PN TC* 
IBS 0.03 0.10 254 222 
EBT 0.01 0.05 188 120 
LC 0.02 0.04 53 44 

   *Method C of the TC approach was used 
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Figure 4.1: Precision values after three TC approaches at different 
recall levels in IBS, EBT and LC datasets 
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differentiated terms contained in a phrase from single terms and considered 

phrase terms as a whole, the query term coverage between the requirement and 

the class in this example would be zero as “room control panel” does not 

co-occur in the class. Therefore the probability score of this false link would 

not have been enhanced.  

The potential improvement on the TC approach is closely related to 

phrasing that is another enhancement strategy which was analyzed in my 

research and described in detail in section 5. The method of incorporating 

phrasing techniques into the TC approach is discussed in detail in chapter 5. 

Evaluation on CM-1 and SE450 Dataset 

The TC approach is then evaluated against the large-scale dataset CM-1 

and the 15 projects in SE450 dataset. CM-1 contains 235 high-level 

requirements and 220 low-level requirements, with a total of 361 true traces 

between the two types of documents. The tracing tasks on SE450 are to 

generate and retrieve links between a common set of 46 requirements and 15 

different sets of java code of various sizes, ranging from 15 to 49 classes. 

Method C of the new approach is used as it consistently performed better in 

the previous experiments.  

Similarly to the previous experiment, precision values at target recall 

ranging from 10% to 90% with a 10% interval are obtained. As shown in 
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Figure 4.2: Precision change after TC at different recall levels for CM1 
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Figure 4.2, the new algorithm integrating the TC factor consistently improves 

the precision at all recall levels for the CM-1 dataset compared to applying the 

basic PN algorithm. The improvement is especially significant among the top 

retrieved links for 10% and 20% recall levels, with an increase of 18% and 

17% respectively, indicating a large number of true links have been pushed 

toward the top of the candidate links list. 

Figure 4.3 displays the precision change by using the TC approach at recall 

levels of 10% (low), 40% (medium) and 70% (high) in the 15 projects of 

SE450. (Note some of the projects can not achieve recall as high as 90% or 

80% because a number of the true links contain no shared terms and therefore 

are not retrievable by using term-based retrieval model). The complete results 

for applying the TC method on all of the SE450 projects can be found in the 

appendix. 

In the bar chart of Figure 4.3, the bars for 70% recall are missing for most 

projects (11 out of 15 projects), indicating no change at all in precision at high 

recall levels. Only four projects show a small change in precision at 70% 

recall. However, the change of the values of DiffAR and Lag for all projects, 

as displayed in Table 4.3, reveals that the TC approach had a positive impact 

in the structure of the candidate links list even though the overall precision 

remains the same. Our results show that DiffAR consistently increases and 

Lag decreases across all projects after using the new algorithm, indicating true 
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Figure 4.3: Precision change after TC in 15 projects at low, medium 
and high recall level 
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links had risen closer to the top of candidate links list than false positives.  

 

The change in the structure of the candidate link list could also be reflected 

by the change in precision at lower recall levels. As displayed in Figure 4.4, 

the precision at 10% and 20% recall levels is significantly improved for almost 

all projects, with an average increase of 10% and 11% respectively. At 10% 

recall the highest increase of 23% in precision is achieved on projects 1 and 13. 

Project 9 demonstrates no change in precision at 10% recall. However, it 

gained an additional 14% of precision at a 20% recall level.  

Table 4.3: DiffAR and Lag on SE450 datasets at 70% recall 

Project 
DiffAR Lag 

Basic PN TC Basic PN TC 
1 0.009 0.031 75 67 
2 0.034 0.073 78 60 
3 0.003 0.035 103 88 
4 0.028 0.055 125 116 
5 0.007 0.031 174 145 
6 0.016 0.047 87 71 
7 0.0004 0.029 204 168 
8 0.016 0.006 73 67 
9 0.027 0.071 84 76 
10 0.018 0.028 141 137 
11 0.011 0.038 123 90 
12 0.015 0.042 99 85 
13 0.031 0.077 100 105 
14 0.028 0.072 162 148 
15 0.026 0.056 117 96 
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The evaluation results on the five datasets indicate that the TC approach 

has a positive effect in improving the retrieval results by increasing the overall 

precision, and furthermore generally pushing more true links towards the top 

of the candidate link list. Therefore the precision at the top of the candidate 

links list increases. Candidate links listed on top are returned to the analyst 

first. Therefore the analyst can evaluate many of the important links earlier. 

Furthermore, a higher precision on top of the candidate links list helps 

improve the analyst’s trust in the tracing tool’s accuracy in returning good 

links and therefore increases the tool’s believability [35], a critical quality a 

tracing tool should exhibit.  
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CHAPTER 5: PHRASING IN AUTOMATED TRACE 

RETRIEVAL 

5.1 Introduction 

The use of phrases has been extensively investigated for content 

representation and document indexing in IR [6, 12, 23, 64]. In many 

traditional IR models, such as the VSM and PN models, documents are 

represented using single words as primitive elements. However single words 

are not necessarily ideal descriptors of document content. A single word can 

be associated with a wide range of concepts, which means that a model using 

single words as the primitive elements may retrieve many irrelevant 

documents and consequently reduce the precision of the retrieved results. 

Compared to single words, phrases, defined as a sequence of two or more 

words related through modification, are considered more accurate in 

specifying the document content. Applications that use phrases as part of the 

indexing language have been developed since the early days of IR research. 

Examples include phrase-based indexing in studies conducted by Cleverdon 

[10] and a series of experiments using phrase in the SMART IR system 

described by Salton [63].  

Although the experimental results with phrases have been mixed [52], 

many studies have shown that use of phrases can yield improvement in the 

accuracy of document retrieval [6, 12, 23, 64]. Results from these studies have 

demonstrated substantial improvements obtained through the use of phrases in 

a broad variety of document collections. For example, Fagan et al [23] 

conducted experiments using five document collections and found the average 

increase of precision ranged from 2.2% to 22.7% when single word indexing 

was replaced by phrase indexing.  

Our analysis in the trace retrieval results also indicates that using phrases 

may reduce the number of false positives and therefore improve the precision 

of the trace retrieval. Considering the example described earlier in Chapter 4 

in which a false link between a requirement “A road section shall be added” 

and a class “Tutorial GUI” in IBS is retrieved by the basic PN model because 

of the single matching term “section”, if phrase matching were used in 

addition to single term matching, phrases “road section” and “tutorial section” 
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would be a no-match. Other classes containing the matching phrase “road 

section” would have been assigned a higher relevance score and consequently, 

this false link could have been eliminated from the retrieval results by 

increasing the threshold. Such observations have motivated us to investigate 

the use of phrases in the requirements trace retrieval with a goal to improve 

the precision of the retrieval results.    

5.1.1 Utilizing phrases in general IR field 

Utilizing phrases in IR usually consists of three steps: 1) identify phrases 

in both queries and the document collections, 2) detect matching phrases 

between queries and documents, and 3) appropriately weigh phrases in the 

retrieval algorithm.  

Step 1) Phrase Detection Methods 

Commonly used phrase identification strategies fall into the two categories 

of “syntactical” and “statistical” approaches. Syntactical methods utilize the 

grammatical structure and relationships among words in a sentence to 

construct phrases, while statistical methods detect phrases based on the 

frequency and co-occurrence of terms. Both approaches have been 

implemented in IR applications to improve the accuracy of the retrieval 

algorithms. For example, Buckley et al. [4] integrated statistical phrases in 

their IR system SMART. In the system CLARIT developed by Evans et al. 

[22], syntactical phrases are extracted by using Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) techniques.  

A typical statistical method requires defining several key parameters such 

as the maximum length of a phrase, the proximity of the occurrence of the 

phrase components, and document frequency threshold for both phrase and 

phrase elements [12, 23]. Fagan et al [23] conducted comprehensive studies on 

both statistical and syntactical methods for detecting phrases. The results 

suggest that the choice of the parameters in statistical methods greatly affects 

the retrieval accuracy, and that optimized parameters need to be defined for 

individual document collections. Another problem of statistical methods is that 

the quality of the detected phrases is often not satisfactory. Fagan’s 

experiments showed that using statistical methods often result in the 

construction of inappropriate phrases due to some words that happen to occur 

in close proximity in the text, but that are not syntactically related. In the 
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meantime, some good phrase descriptions are missed because their component 

words are not in a close proximity [23]. 

Compared to statistical methods, syntactical approaches are considered 

more accurate in identifying phrases [23]. Two approaches of syntactical 

phrasing methods, template-based and parser-based approaches, have been 

frequently used. Template-based approaches match word groups within a 

document against a template library that defines the parts of speech expected 

to occur within a phrase (for example ‘noun-preposition-noun’). The FASIT 

(Fully Automated Syntactically based Indexing) system developed by Dillon 

et al. [16] is a typical application of this approach. In contrast, parser-based 

methods attempt to analyze entire sentences or significant parts of them in 

order to produce syntactic phrases. Examples of the applications utilizing 

parser-based method include the work conducted by Fagan et al. [23] in which 

a PLNLP (Programming Language for Natural Language Processing) parser 

was used to produce a complete parse of the document text. 

Step 2) Phrase Matching 

Detecting the matching phrases in the queries and the documents is the 

next step for using phrases in IR after phrases are identified. The contiguous 

components of a phrase in a query are not necessarily adjacent and may be 

several words apart when the phrase is used within a document text. Some 

phrasing techniques [31] therefore have taken into consideration the proximity, 

or lexical distance, between phrase components in the searched documents. 

However, the studies conducted by Pickens and Croft [52] suggest that 

adjacent phrases, phrases whose constituent words are next to each other in the 

document text, are considered better indicators of document relevance than 

conjunct phrases, phrases whose constituent words appear at a certain lexical 

distance in the document. 

Step 3) Phrase Weighting 

Weighting of the detected phrases is another issue that needs to be 

addressed before using phrases in IR applications. Similarly to single words, 

phrase weighting techniques include tf, the phrase frequency within one 

document, and idf, the inverse document frequency of phrase occurrence 

within the whole collection. However, after exploring various term weighting 

schemes Salton and Buckley [67] concluded that judicious weighting of words 
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is preferable to any weighting of phrases. Other techniques for phrase 

weighting include lexical distance between phrase components. For example, 

Hawking and Thistlewaite [31] proposed to weight phrasal terms proportional 

to their proximity. Studies on phrase weighting methods however show that 

none of the schemes have significantly better performance than others [49].  

5.1.2 Phrasing in Requirements Tracing 

Despite the extensive work on phrasing in the IR area, we believe this is 

the first study that applies an automated phrasing approach to improve the IR 

tools for automated requirements traceability. Hayes et al. [33, 35] 

investigated retrieval with key-phrases in which a VSM model was extended 

by treating a set of technical terms or key phrases as single terms. Their 

approach assumed that there are definition and/or acronyms sections in the 

requirement documents from which the key phrases can be easily extracted. 

However, the lack of such information in many existing software projects 

limits the applicability of their approach. The phrasing strategy presented in 

this thesis will solve this problem by automatically detecting and 

reconstructing phrases from across all software artifacts in the system.    

To apply phrasing to the trace retrieval problem, there are three issues that 

must be addressed:  

1) Selection of the phrase categories:  

The phrase categories that should be detected for the purpose of 

requirements tracing should be selected. For example, should we 

consider noun phrases, adjective phrases, or more categories? 

2) Phrase detection method:  

A method needs to be defined for actually detecting phrases within 

the set of traceable documents. 

3) Phrase incorporation: 

Phrasing concepts need to be incorporated into the existing trace 

retrieval algorithm. 

The three issues will be discussed in detail in the following sections. 

The rest of this chapter will therefore introduce a phrasing strategy by 

addressing each of the three important issues individually. This phrasing 

strategy is evaluated against IBS, EBT, LC, CM-1 and SE450 datasets, and the 

results are discussed in section 5.5. The synergistic integration of phrasing and 
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the TC approach is also introduced and evaluated for all datasets. This chapter 

also discusses a study that extends the basic phrasing strategy by considering 

alternative phrase categories and longer phrases. 

5.2 Phrase Categories and Phrase Detection Method 

Most phrasing methods have been focused on noun phrases [52] which are 

composed of a head noun and its modifier such as an adjective or another noun, 

as noun phrases capture the most concrete content of a sentence. Many studies 

of general IR applications have suggested nominal compounds, a sequence of 

two or more nouns related through modifications, to be the most useful type of 

noun phrases to improve the retrieval accuracy [26]. Our small-scale manual 

analysis of software artifacts such as requirements specifications, comments in 

source code, and text embedded in design diagrams also indicates that nominal 

compounds occur more frequently than other types of phrases such as 

adjective-noun phrases. Examples include argument and method names in java 

classes or UML diagrams, which typically are composed of a combination of 

verbs and two-word nominal compounds. 

Our study of phrasing in trace retrieval therefore is focused on two-word 

nominal compounds. Section 5.6 describes a study on the extension of the 

phrase categories to include other types such as adjective-noun phrases which 

also occur in requirement documents, and nominal compounds with more than 

two words. Short phrases are usually preferred over long complex phrases for 

phrase-based indexing in IR, because they have a better chance of matching 

short phrases contained in the query and can still match the long phrases based 

on the short phrases they have in common. For our analysis, the length of an 

acceptable nominal compound was established at two words. Two forms of 

nominal compounds were considered in our experiments. The first was a 

noun-noun phrase such as “weather forecast”, while the second was a noun 

modified by a prepositional noun, such as “condition of road”, which can be 

identified and re-constructed as the phrase “road condition”. 

In a typical IR environment, text is normally comprised of relatively 

complete sentences. Requirements that typically consist of one or more 

complete sentences can be easily parsed by the part-of-speech (POS) tagger, 

and the appropriate tags are produced in a relatively reliable fashion. However 

many types of software engineering artifacts, such as method and class names 
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in UML and code, tend to be very succinct and contain only a few words.  In 

these circumstances the incomplete syntactic information makes it difficult for 

a POS tagger to correctly identify the syntactic components. As an example, a 

POS tagger would falsely analyze a Java class method named “set road 

sensor” as three contiguous nouns. Without the context information, it is 

difficult to identify the word “set” as a verb or a noun. 

This problem is solved by recognizing that a phrase can only impact the 

similarity score between a requirement and a traceable document if it occurs in 

both of them. Phrases appearing on only one side have no ability to impact the 

tracing process. It is therefore possible to initially detect candidate phrases by 

using the POS tagger to search through the textually rich requirements and 

then simply check to see if the candidate phrases are present in the set of 

traceable documents. For the purposes of this work a phrase is therefore 

defined as a “noun phrase that appears in both the requirement and the 

document to be traced”.  

A freely available parser-based POS tagger named ‘Qtag’ is used to 

identify phrases [76]. Qtag uses a dictionary to identify the syntactic category 

of each token in the text and outputs a series of POS tags that represent 

grammatical classes of words, such as nouns, verbs and adjectives etc, for 

each token in the input text. In addition to Qtag’s high accuracy in phrase 

detection, it is also easily incorporated into a traceability tool and provides 

significant flexibility for detecting a variety of phrase types. 

As an illustration of the phrase identification, consider the Qtag output of 

the POS tags for the following requirement: 

 

 

where NN represents a noun and NNS represents a plural noun. Table 5.1 

provides a complete description of the tag types. Notice that a component such 

as “report of weather” where “report” is modified by prepositional noun 

“weather” is also identified as a noun phrase. The resulting candidate phrases 

extracted from this requirement are: summary report, weather report, weather 

The system shall provide a summary report of weather conditions  
DT  NN  MD  VB   DT  NN  NN   IN  NN     NNS 
over a specified period of time. 
IN DT  JJ    NN  IN NN 
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conditions, and time period.  

 

5.3 Phrase Incorporation 

This section presents an enhancement of the basic probabilistic retrieval 

algorithm designed to improve its retrieval precision through considering 

phrases that co-occur in both queries and traceable documents. If both query q 

and document d contain the same phrase, this provides a compelling indication 

of the relevance of the document with respect to the query and suggests that 

they should be linked.   

Each query q is parsed using the phrase identification algorithm described 

in section 5.2 to identify phrases. Let SPH be the set of terms contained in the 

phrases found in the query. If no phrases are found, SPH is empty. Traces 

between the query q and a document d are evaluated by computing a 

conditional probability value pPH(d|q) representing the relevance of document 

d in respect to query q as follows:  

Phrasing algorithm T: 

)|()|()|( qdpqdpqdp fPH +=                                (5.1) 
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The first component p(d|q) is the basic probability value computed in 

expression (2.3) defined in chapter 2 using only the single terms co-occurring 

in d and q. The second component pf(d|q) represents the contribution to the 

probability value provided by phrasing. The factors pf(d|ti) and pf(q,ti) are 

computed similarly to the analogous terms in the basic probability value, but 

they depend only on the frequency of terms contained in phrases. If a term ti 

appears in a phrase, its contribution to the overall probability pPH(d|q) is 

Table 5.1: Part-of-Speech tag sets 
Tag Description Tag Description 
DT Determiner  

(a, this, that, the) 
IN Preposition  

(on, of) 
NN Noun, common 

singular 
NNS Noun, common 

plurals 
MD Modal auxiliary 

(may, will) 
JJ Adjective, general 

(near) 
VB Verb, base   
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increased by two times. Notice that the probability value pPH(d|q) is equal to 

the basic term-based probability score if the query and the document have no 

phrases in common.  

An alternative method of incorporating phrases into the retrieval algorithm 

was also explored in our study as phrasing algorithm PH, and is defined as: 

)|()|()|( qdpqdpqdp fPH +=                                (5.2) 

Unlike the algorithm T described in formula (5.1) in which a detected 

phrase between the query-document pair contributes to the similarity score 

based on the tf-idf weight of its constituent single terms, in this alternative 

algorithm the phrase contribution to the similarity score is the function of the 

tf-idf weight of the phrase as a whole. Therefore the second component is 

calculated as
)(
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∈= . This component represents 

the contribution of phrases to the basic probabilistic value. Factor pf(d|fi) in 

this component is computed as 
∑

=

k
k

i
if tdfreq

fdfreq
fdp

),(

),(
)|( , where freq(d,fi) is 

the frequency of phrase fi in the document d. Note in this component the 

phrase frequency is normalized by the total occurrence of all single terms in 

the document rather than the occurrence of phrases only. As phrases usually 

occur much less frequently than single terms, this normalization schema is 

used to assure that factor pf(d|fi) is within a reasonable scale. The other two 

factors are calculated as
i

i
if n

fqfreq
fqp

),(
),( =  and ∑=

i
itqpqp ),()( , where 

ni is the number of documents that contain phrase fi. 

Similarly to the basic probabilistic retrieval tool, probability scores pPH(d|q) 

for any given query q are computed for all documents in the searchable 

document collection {d1, d2, …, dn}, using one of the above two phrasing 

algorithms. Potential traces with query q are established for those documents 

whose probability score falls above a certain threshold.    

5.4 Synergistic Incorporation of Phrasing and TC  

A natural extension to two enhancement approaches introduced so far is to 

investigate a synergistic incorporation of both TC and phrasing into the 
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probabilistic retrieval model. The incorporation of both factors can be 

implemented by applying phrasing followed by query term coverage. 

Therefore the new enhanced probability PTCPH(d|q) between a query q and a 

document d that incorporates both approaches was calculated similarly to 

formula (4.2), using one of the three methods for defining the coverage effect 

except that p(d|q) is replaced by pPH(d|q). The expression is defined as 

follows: 
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where pPH(d|q) is the enhanced probability determined by applying phrasing 

using either of the algorithms introduced in section 5.3. 

5.5 Evaluation 

To assess the effectiveness of the phrasing strategy, the two phrasing 

algorithms, referred to as phrasing algorithm T (based on phrasal terms) and 

PH (based on whole phrases) respectively in the experiment, were firstly 

evaluated against IBS, EBT and LC datasets. The results show that the 

phrasing algorithms based on the phrasal terms performed better than the 

alternative algorithm. The new algorithm was then further evaluated against 

the CM-1 and SE450 datasets. In section 5.5.2, a second evaluation describes 

the experiment of applying the synergistic approach that incorporates both TC 

and phrasing algorithms on all five datasets. 

The conclusions from the evaluation are: 

• Phrasing algorithm T generally performs better than algorithm PH; 

• The phrasing approach effectively improves the precision at top of 

the retrieval results for most of the datasets, but has insignificant 

effect on precision at high recall levels; 

• The phrasing approach does not guarantee improvement on precision 

for all datasets. The effectiveness of this approach may depend on 
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certain characteristics of the given project. 

• Among all methods, the synergistic application of TC and phrasing 

(using method C of TC, and phrasing algorithm T) together is shown 

to be the most effective in significantly improving precision at 10% 

and 20% recall levels for almost all datasets.  

The experiments are described and discussed in detail in the rest of this 

section. 

5.5.1 Evaluating two phrasing algorithms in IBS, EBT and LC 

Figure 5.1 displays the effect of applying phrasing to retrieve traces for 

three datasets at recall levels from 10% to 90% with an interval of 10%. As 

shown in the graphs of Figure 5.1, both phrasing algorithms (Phrasing_T and 

Phrasing_PH) improve the precision in IBS and LC datasets at high 80% and 

90% recall level, while EBT had no change in the overall precision. However 

an evaluation of DiffAR on the retrieval results in EBT shows an increase on 

DiffAR (from 0.03 to 0.05) after applying both phrasing algorithms, indicating 

that true links have been enhanced more significantly than false positives and 

therefore have become more separated from them.  

Compared to algorithm PH, phrasing algorithm T performs relatively 

better with higher increase in precision for IBS and LC at almost all recall 

levels. For EBT phrasing algorithm PH yields the lowest precision compared 

to the basic PN model and the phrasing algorithm T. 

As clearly shown in the graphs in Figure 5.1, precision in LC is 

consistently improved across all recall levels when algorithm T is applied. The 

most significant improvement is achieved at a recall level of 80% for this 

dataset, with an increase of 10%. For IBS, the improvement is less significant 

than LC, but it also shows an increased precision at almost all recall levels. 

Compared to LC and IBS, EBT is the least responsive dataset toward the 

phrasing algorithm. The precision is improved only at middle recall levels on 

this dataset, with a very small increase. Based on these results, phrasing 

algorithm T is selected as the strategy for incorporating phrases. 
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By examining the true links missed by phrasing in all the three datasets, 

we observe that there are very few or even no common terms in the missed 

query-document pairs, and that most of those single terms do not belong to a 

phrase. This observation explains why phrasing has negligible effect at high 

recall level of 90%. As phrasing will only enhance the probability between a 

query and a document when at least one shared phrase exists between them, 

the probability scores for most of these missed true links were equal to the 

basic term-based probability value.  

The results overall illustrate the positive effect of phrasing for improving 

the retrieval results. With more good links being pushed towards the top of 

retrieved links, the tracing tool is able to raise the threshold to reduce the 
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Figure 5.1: Effect of phrasing algorithms on three datasets 
at different recall levels 
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number of false positives in the candidate links list while retrieving the same 

number of true links. As a result the precision of the retrieval results can be 

improved. 

5.5.2 Evaluation of phrasing algorithm T on CM-1 and SE450  

The phrasing algorithm T is then evaluated against the CM-1 and the 15 

projects of the SE450 dataset. Figure 5.2 displays the recall versus precision 

scatter-plot at various recall levels for the CM-1 dataset by applying the basic 

PN retrieval algorithm and the phrasing approach (algorithm T). The phrasing 

approach consistently improves the precision in this dataset at almost all recall 

levels with the most significant improvement of 7% occurring at a recall level 

of 10%, indicating more true links have been included at the top of the 

candidate links list and returned to the analyst earlier. 

The evaluation of the results for all projects in the SE450 dataset shows 

that there is no change in precision at high recall levels after phrasing is 

applied. Similarly to the analysis of the previous phrasing results for IBS, EBT 

and LC datasets, the true links that are missed by the basic PN algorithm are 

between document pairs that share a very small number of terms and no 

phrases at all. Therefore after applying the phrasing approach the probability 

values of these links remain the same.  
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Figure 5.2: Effect of phrasing algorithm on CM-1 
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However, when considering the precision at a low recall level, i.e. precision at 

the top of the candidate links list, the retrieval results with the phrasing 

approach yield changes at various degrees, as displayed in Figure 5.3. The 

graph in Figure 5.3 displays bars representing the change in precision at 10% 

or 20% recall levels after using the phrasing approach. The bar heights vary 

significantly, suggesting that phrasing has an inconsistent retrieval 

performance on the 15 projects. Despite the observed improved performance 

in a few projects in which precision at both recall levels is increased, some 

projects experience a decrease in precision at least at one recall level. Project 9 

shows the worst precision change, with a decrease of 11% at recall of 10% and 

5% at recall of 20%. By observing the results of project 9 we find there are a 

few false links incorrectly enhanced by phrasing. Examples include a false 

link between a long requirement which specifies how to decelerate when 

approaching an obstacle and a class named “Maximum Speed”. The 

probability of the requirement-document pair was increased because of the 

shared phrase “maximum speed” between them. However this is in fact a false 

link as the requirement is only referencing maximum speed in order to 

calculate the deceleration speed of a vehicle. The two artifacts are not directly 

related and therefore the probability value between them should not have been 

enhanced.  

The example implies that phrasing does not guarantee improvement for 

any given software project. The effectiveness of phrasing may be influenced 
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Figure 5.3: Precision change after phrasing in 15 SE450 projects 
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by certain characteristics of a specific project. The work on identifying and 

investigating such factors will be discussed in Chapter 7 of this thesis. 

5.5.3 Evaluation of the synergistic approach 

The incorporation of both factors was firstly evaluated against IBS to 

compare the effect of the three different methods of incorporating the TC 

factor along with phrasing. IBS was chosen for the analysis as it contains the 

largest number of requirements and documents among the three smaller 

datasets. The comparison between applying the new synergistic approach and 

one enhancement strategy only is displayed in Table 5.2. The results indicate 

Method C of the synergistic approach achieved the highest precision of 28.9% 

at recall level of 90% among all the methods. It appears that applying both 

phrasing and coverage methods did not achieve additional improvement on the 

overall precision. However, an examination of the top candidate links shows 

that the precision among these links was significantly higher after phrasing 

and term coverage approaches were applied to the retrieval algorithm, as 

displayed in Table 5.3. The precision at recall level of 10% increased by 25% 

when both approaches were used compared to the precision achieved by the 

algorithm incorporating only term coverage. We therefore applied the 

Table 5.2: Precision comparison on enhanced algorithms  
at recall of 90% in IBS 

Method precision 
Basic PN 20% 

Basic PN +TC 
Method A 25.1% 
Method B 26.6% 
Method C 28.9% 

Basic PN + Phrasing 21.0% 

Basic PN +TC 
+Phrasing 

Method A 25.0% 
Method B 27.1% 
Method C 28.9% 

 

Table 5.3: Precision-on-top comparison for enhanced algorithms in IBS 
Method Precision at recall of 10% 
Basic PN 47.2% 

Basic PN + Coverage 68.3% 
Basic PN + Coverage + Phrasing 93.5% 

      *Results were from using method C of query term coverage approach. 
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synergistic approach by incorporating the TC using the method C and phrasing 

using the algorithm T in the evaluation. 

Evaluation on IBS, EBT, LC and CM-1 datasets 

The effect of the synergistic approach on the precision at various recall 

levels for IBS, EBT, LC and CM1 datasets is illustrated in Figure 5.4 by 

comparing the precisions achieved by using the basic PN, phrasing and the TC 

approach individually. The graphs in this figure show that applying the new 

enhancement algorithm (labeled as “TC+PH” in the graphs) consistently 

improves precision at almost all recall levels for the IBS dataset, except at 

90% recall level where the synergistic method achieved the same precision as 

the TC approach. The result implies that the new algorithm outperformed the 

other two enhancement methods in improving the retrieval precision in the 

IBS dataset. Compared to the basic PN, the increase ranges from 8% among 

most retrieved links (at 90% recall level) to 46% among the top retrieved links 

(at 10% recall level) after applying the new algorithm. Similarly to IBS, the 

EBT and CM-1 datasets also observed improvement of precision at some 

recall levels. The increase of precision is generally less significant than in IBS. 

The improvement is because after applying phrasing and the TC approach 

together in these datasets (IBS, EBT and CM-1), many false links that were 

assigned with high ranks by the basic PN model have sunk down in the 

candidate links list, while many true links have risen towards the top of the 

candidate links list. This change helps the analyst separate false links from 

true links in the candidate links list more easily.  

As explained in section 4.4, a few false links in LC are incorrectly 

enhanced by the TC algorithm because they share three distinct terms “room”, 

“control” and “panel’ but in fact “room control panel” is a phrase in the 

requirement while in the class “control panel” refers to admin control panel 

and “room” appears in a different context. As a result, the LC dataset 

experiences a decrease in the precision at recall levels of 10%, 20% and 30% 

after applying the TC approach. The deterioration of the precision at top of the 

candidate links list on LC is mitigated after applying phrasing together with 

the TC approach. The hybrid approach increases the precision at 10% recall by 

a considerable 13% compared to using the phrasing method. However, at 

recall level of 20% and 30%, the precision is still lower than the basic PN 
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algorithm. 

 

 

Evaluation on SE450 

The synergistic approach is also applied to the 15 projects in the SE450 

dataset. For the purpose of demonstration, one representative project is chosen 
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Figure 5.4: Evaluation results of TC, phrasing and the synergistic approach  

in IBS, EBT, LC and CM-1 datasets 
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from the 15 projects in the SE450. The results for this project are presented in 

Figure 5.5. (The entire results for all the projects in SE450 can be found in 

Appendix A.) Both phrasing and TC are able to consistently improve the 

precision at most of the recall levels for this project, especially at 10% recall 

level where the precision is improved by 17% and 21% individually. The 

method incorporating both TC and phrasing also improves the precision 

considerably. The improvement is especially significant at 10% recall where 

the precision increases to 91%. A positive impact on the precision is also 

observed in all fourteen other projects in the SE450 after the synergistic 

approach is applied, with the precision improvement at most of the recall 

levels, as recorded in Appendix A.  

 

5.6 Studies on Extending Phrasing Approach 

5.6.1 Phrasing with adjective-noun phrases 

Our analysis of the software artifacts including requirement specifications 

and design documents suggest that adjective-noun phrases containing two 

words also occur in the document text. An exploratory analysis of the datasets 

is then conducted to examine whether or not considering adjective phrases in 

the phrasing algorithm may help improve the retrieval results.  

The study is conducted firstly on IBS, EBT and LC datasets to examine 
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Figure 5.5: Effect of the synergistic approach incorporating both TC and 

phrasing in one project of SE450 
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whether adjective phrases occur frequently in the requirements and the traced 

documents. The results reveal that adjective phrases are used much less 

frequently in the documents than noun-noun phrases. For example, in the IBS 

dataset, noun phrases occur 89 times in the requirements and 35 times in the 

document, while for adjective-noun phrases the numbers are 47 and 5 

respectively. The difference between the frequencies of noun phrases and 

adjective phrases is even greater for LC dataset, in which noun phrases are 

used 18 times in the requirements and 5 times in the document, while for 

adjective phrases the numbers are only 7 and 1 time respectively. The 

observation suggests that considering adjective-noun phrases in the proposed 

phrasing approach may not be able to achieve significant improvement in 

precision. 

The conclusion is confirmed in an experiment in which the POS tagger is 

set such that two-word adjective-noun phrases are also detected and 

considered in the retrieval algorithm. The new retrieval algorithm incorporates 

the phrasing approach using equation (5.1) (algorithm T) and is applied to IBS, 

EBT, LC and CM-1 datasets.  

Compared to the approach considering only noun-noun phrases, there is 

almost no difference in precision after the new phrasing approach is applied in 

these datasets. The only exception is in the EBT dataset, as displayed in Figure 

5.6 in which the extended phrasing algorithm is labeled as Phrasing _Adj and 

the original algorithm considering only nouns as Phrasing_NN. The precision 

at recall of 50% for this dataset experiences a small decrease of 3%. The 

retrieval of false links at this recall level in EBT is caused by an 

adjective-noun phrase “real time” which happens to occur in a requirement 

and some UML classes that are not related to this requirement. 

The study suggests that considering adjective-noun phrases in the phrasing 

algorithm is not necessarily useful in improving the precision of the trace 

retrieval. (Note this study is exploratory and the observation is based on the 

datasets available to us.) The phrasing approach should only focus on 

noun-noun phrases in order to achieve the best trace retrieval results. 

5.6.2 Phrasing with three-noun phrases 

Our previous experiments on phrasing are focused on phrases of two 

words. The example described in section 5.5 where two three-word phrases 
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“ room control panel” and “admin control panel” are mistakenly considered a 

match suggests that extending phrase length from two-word to three-word to 

 

prevent such mismatching may improve the retrieval results.  

A study is then conducted on all the available datasets to investigate 

whether three-noun phrases are more useful than their sub-phrases (two-noun 

phrases) in improving the precision of the trace retrieval. The study, however, 

suggests that the attempt to avoid mismatches by considering the matches on 

the entire long phrases can decrease the precision. Examples include a true 

link in IBS between a requirement “An alert shall be issued for maintenance 

scheduling time” and a UML class “maintenance schedule” in which the 

probability value would not be improved if the match were strictly limited to 

the entire phrase, as the three-noun phrase “maintenance scheduling time” in 

the requirement and “maintenance schedule” that occur in the class would be 

considered a no-match.  

Such situations in which the phrasing algorithm based on long phrases 

would worsen the result outnumbered the situation in which the new phrasing 

approach would be beneficial, indicating that the three-word phrases are not as 

useful as two-word phrases for improving the trace retrieval results. The 

conclusion is confirmed by the experiment of applying the phrasing approach 

based on three-word noun phrases to the available datasets. As shown in 

Figure 5.7, the results from this experiment show that after the new approach 

is applied, the precision is mostly lower than the results from the phrasing 
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Figure 5.6: Effect of the extended phrasing algorithm 

with Adjective nouns on EBT 
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based on two-noun phrases in almost all recall levels for these datasets. (The 

results for this experiment on the fifteen projects in SE450 are presented in 

detail in Appendix A.)  

Hence, the studies of extending the phrasing approach suggest that the 

phrasing algorithm based on phrases containing two nouns is the most 

efficient in improving the trace retrieval results.   
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CHAPTER 6: UTILIZING PROJECT GLOSSARY DATA TO 

IMPROVE RETRIEVAL RESULTS 

6.1 Introduction 

One concern about the phrasing approach described in Chapter 5 is that it 

does not take into account the quality of the detected phrases. All phrases are 

assumed to be equally meaningful and to contribute equally to strengthening 

the belief in a link. However, there are usually certain phrases or terms in a 

project that are more significant for capturing the critical meaning of the 

project. If such phrases or terms are found in both the query and the document, 

they should provide a stronger contribution to the probability score between 

the two artifacts. 

As an example, consider the following requirement belonging to the IBS 

system that was previously discussed in section 5.2: “The system shall provide 

a summary report of weather conditions over a specified period of time”.  

Four phrases were identified by the automatic phrase detection method: 

summary report, weather report, weather conditions and time period.  Based 

on our understanding of the IBS system it would be intuitive to assign higher 

weights to phrases such as weather report and weather conditions rather than 

to summary report and time period.  

As many systems utilize project glossaries to define such important terms 

and phrases, the glossary can be used to identify terms that should be weighted 

more heavily than others. The glossary is typically defined early in the project 

and analysts and developers are encouraged to utilize the defined terms within 

the software requirements specifications, design documents, and other artifacts. 

In addition to adding importance to certain phrases and terms, the project 

glossary may also contain additional phrases that the syntactic parser is unable 

to discover. These phrases may for example not fit into the prescribed 

grammatical template, or may contain more than the standard number of 

terms.   

This chapter introduces a new retrieval algorithm that assigns higher 

weights to key terms and phrases defined in a project glossary. The synergistic 

approach that incorporates TC, phrasing and the glossary method is also 

described in section 6.3. The evaluation of these approaches is described and 
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discussed in section 6.4.  

6.2 Applying Project Glossary with Phrasing 

Let SPG={k1,k2,…,km} be the set of keywords identified in the project 

glossary. The set SPH={t 1,t2,…,tn} contains the terms in the phrases detected 

using the POS tagger that are not in the project glossary. The new probability 

pPG(d|q) of a link between a document d and a query q is computed using both 

the information in the project glossary and the phrases detected by the 

phrasing approach. The probability pPG(d|q) is defined as follows:  
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where δ is a multiplicative factor (δ>0) that augments the weights of the terms 

and phrases that appear in the project glossary.  

In the expression (6.1) for pPG(d|q) we assume that the contribution of 

including information from phrasing and the project glossary is additive. If no 

terms or phrases defined in the project glossary appear concurrently in a 

document-query pair, then the probability of a link between the pair is the 

same as the one computed using the simpler pf(d|q) formula defined in 

expression (5.1) for the phrasing approach. The formula for pPG(d|q) assigns a 

higher weight to keywords and phrases that are defined in the project glossary, 

and their contribution to the overall probability pPG(d|q) depends on the 

chosen δ≥0. Phrases that are detected by the tagger but are not included in the 

project glossary contribute to the overall probability at the same level defined 

in expression (5.1) in chapter 5. 

Notice that in expression (6.1) pPG(d|q) is defined to be proportional to the 

right-hand side of (4.6) which may take values larger than one. Values for 

pPG(d|q) that obey standard probability constraints (i.e. values vary in [0,1] 

and sum up to one for all traces to q) can be computed after a simple rescaling. 

However as the ranking of the pPG(d|q) values is not affected by the rescaling, 

no further transformation of pPG(d|q) is required.  

6.3 Synergistic Incorporation of TC, Phrasing and Glossary 

Intuitively the three enhancement methods TC, Phrasing and Project 

Glossary can be implemented synergistically by applying first the project 

glossary along with phrasing, and then the TC approach. Experiments that are 
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not reported in this thesis are also conducted to evaluate the performance of 

applying the three enhancement methods in different orders (see Appendix B). 

The synergistic method introduced in this thesis consistently outperforms the 

other approaches on the available datasets. The enhanced probability 

PTCPG(d|q) between a query q and a document d that incorporates all three 

approaches is calculated similarly to expression (4.2) for basic term coverage, 

except that p(d|q) is replaced by the new probability score pPG(d|q) defined in 

expression (4.6). The expression is defined as follows: 
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6.4 Evaluation 

The effectiveness of utilizing a project glossary could only be evaluated 

for the IBS and SE450 projects as no glossary was available for the other 

datasets. The project glossary of the IBS contained 34 entries composed of 6 

keywords and 28 phrases. For the SE450, its project glossary defines 4 

keywords and 6 phrases. In the experiment the impact of different δ values on 

the retrieval results were first evaluated. The glossary approach and the 

synergistic approach that incorporates all three enhancement methods were 

then evaluated.  

The conclusions of these experiments are: 

• δ value of 0.5 appears to be optimal for incorporating the glossary 

approach; 

• The retrieval performance of the project glossary approach varies 

significantly from dataset to dataset and seems to depend on the extent 

to which a glossary is consistently utilized during the development of 

software artifacts.  

• When a meaningful project glossary is available, the synergistic 

application of the TC, phrasing and project glossary methods yield the 

highest increase in precision among the top ranked retrieved links.  

• The impact of the synergistic approaches that incorporate multiple 

enhancement methods seems to be closely related to the effectiveness 

of individual enhancement methods. 
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The experiments are described and discussed in detail in the following 

section. 

6.4.1 Evaluation of the glossary approach and the synergistic approach 

Four different values for δ are evaluated in an experiment using the IBS 

dataset.  Table 6.1 shows the effect of the project glossary approach on the 

retrieval performance using four different δ values equal to 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 

1.0. Although different δ values do not show any significant effect on the 

overall retrieval accuracy, as displayed in Table 6.1, the δ value of 0.5 

achieves the highest precision of 74% among the top retrieved links (10% 

recall levels). Hence, the value of δ=0.5 is chosen in the following 

experiments. 

 

The project glossary approach and the synergistic approach incorporating 

all three enhancement methods are evaluated against the IBS and the fifteen 

projects in the SE450 datasets. The effect of each approach on the precision 

for IBS and one selected representative SE450 dataset is illustrated in Figure 

6.1, which compares the precision values achieved for the basic PN against all 

other proposed enhancement approaches. The full results for all the projects in 

SE450 can be found in Appendix A. 

The results indicate that the effect of applying the glossary approach vary 

from dataset to dataset. For the IBS dataset, the precision at 10% and 20% 

recall levels increases significantly, indicating more true links have risen to the 

top of the candidate links list after integrating the phrasing approach with 

project glossary, as displayed in the graph on the left in Figure 6.2. Compared 

to the basic PN, the new glossary-based approach applied to the IBS dataset 

obtains a significant precision increase of 17% (from 47% to 64%) at recall 

level of 10%. The synergistic approach incorporating the TC, phrasing and the 

glossary approaches achieves an additional increases of 2% in precision 

compared to utilizing glossary and phrasing only, indicating more true links 

Table 6.1: Effects of δ values on precision in IBS data using 
the project glossary approach 

Recall 
Precision 

δ=0.2 δ=0.5 δ=0.8 δ=1.0 
90% 24% 25% 25% 25% 
10% 73% 74% 73% 69% 
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are included in top ranked candidate links. However no additional 

improvement is obtained for IBS on the overall precision when recall is equal 

to 90% after the glossary approach is applied. This can be explained because 

no project terms or phrases are found in the links with very low probability 

values.   

By examining the 28 phrases detected in the project glossary of IBS, we 

found that 24 of them were among the 126 phrases previously detected by the 

POS tagger. This suggests that the additional increase in precision achieved by 

using the project glossary was primarily from the enhanced weighting 

assigned to the phrases and key terms contained in the project glossary.  

In contrast, the precision at 10% and 20% recall levels decreases up to 

16% for the SE450 project. The decrease in precision at low recall levels is 

observed for most of the projects in SE450 (see Appendix A for more details). 

The analysis of the traces retrieved for the SE450 projects reveals that the 
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Figure 6.1: Results of utilizing a project glossary in 
IBS and one selected project in SE450 
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project glossary approach assigns high relevance scores to irrelevant links 

between unrelated pairs of requirements and Java classes because of the 

co-occurrence of weak glossary terms, such as “vehicle”, that were 

inconsistently used in the two documents collections to indicate different 

concepts. Such incorrect traces appear among the top retrieved links and cause 

the decrease in precision for low recall levels. This observation suggests that 

the traceability of a software system may not be enhanced if a project glossary 

is not consistently utilized during the development of software artifacts. The 

work on evaluating the usefulness of an available project glossary will be 

described in Chapter 7. 

6.5 Summary of all Three Enhancement Methods 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 have compared the performance of the three 

term-based enhancement traceability methods at various recall levels. The 

results show that in general the proposed enhancement approaches are 

effective in improving the precision of the retrieval results compared to the 

basic algorithm, but that the extent of the improvement differs from project to 

project.  

Among all methods, the synergistic application of TC and phrasing 

together is shown to be the most effective and significantly improves precision 

of the top retrieved links corresponding to 10% and 20% recall levels for 

almost all datasets. When a meaningful project glossary is available as in the 

IBS dataset, the synergistic application of the TC, phrasing and project 

glossary methods yield the highest increase in precision among the top ranked 

retrieved links. The impact of the synergistic approaches that incorporate 

multiple enhancement methods seems to be closely related to the effectiveness 

of individual enhancement methods. This is evidenced in particular in the 

SE450 dataset, where the project glossary approach has a negative effect on 

the precision of the retrieval results.    

The TC method (algorithm T) shows consistent improvement in precision 

when applied across all datasets compared to the basic PN model. For example 

in IBS the precision at 10% recall increased significantly by 20% after using 

the TC method, and at other recall levels the increase in precision was also 

substantial ranging from 2% to 12% (as displayed in Figure 4.1). The only 

exception was observed in the LC dataset (see Figure 4.7), where the TC 
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method improved the overall precision at higher recall levels (from 40% to 

90% recall), but lower precision was observed among the top retrieved links 

(10%, 20% and 30% recall). As discussed in section 4.3, the problem for the 

LC dataset was caused by the occurrence of longer phrases containing terms 

that could be used individually to refer to different concepts. In fact when 

phrasing is applied with TC, this problem is partially addressed and the 

precision among the top retrieved links (10% recall level) increased 

significantly.  

The phrasing algorithm achieved considerable improvement in precision 

for IBS, LC and CM1. The improvement resulting from phrasing is generally 

less significant than the TC method. In the EBT dataset, the effect of using 

phrasing was almost unnoticeable. Some projects in the SE450 dataset even 

experienced a decrease in precision when phrasing was applied. Further details 

about the results for other SE450 datasets are reported in Appendix A.  

Similarly the effect of applying the glossary approach has not been 

consistent. The analysis of the traces retrieved for the SE450 projects in which 

the project glossary approach was not effective revealed that the decrease in 

precision was caused by some glossary items being used inconsistently in the 

documents collections. 

These results have shown that the enhancement methods may be more 

effective for certain datasets than for other ones. This observation motivated 

the following research questions: “Is there a set of characteristics in the 

individual projects that impacts the effectiveness of these enhancement 

approaches?” In other words, “Can we predict whether an individual 

approach will be effective in a given project prior to running any retrieval 

algorithm?” 

This research question has motivated the work presented in the next 

chapter investigating characteristics of software projects that can explain 

differences in performance of the enhancement strategies. The study also 

develops metrics to predict the effectiveness of the enhancement strategies for 

a specific project. 
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CHAPTER 7: PREDICTORS FOR ENHANCEMENT STRATEGIES 

Document characteristics may vary greatly from one project to another. 

For example, documents may have different sizes, types, lengths, and use 

different vocabulary. Such differences can affect the performance of the 

various retrieval approaches. Our study has identified a set of metrics and 

dataset characteristics as possible predictors for the effectiveness of the 

enhancement approaches. The predictors can be employed to identify which 

enhancement algorithm should be used in the tracing tool to improve the 

retrieval performance for specific documents collections. 

The first section of this chapter will then introduce two predictors, namely 

average Query Term Coverage (QTC) and average Phrasal Term Coverage 

(PTC), for the TC and the phrasing methods respectively. These two predictors 

are evaluated against all five available datasets and the experiments are 

described in section 7.2. Furthermore, an iterative technique is described in 

section 7.3 that determines which trace retrieval approach is more effective on 

a new project when no prior knowledge of traces is available, and builds a 

partial answer set containing information collected from user feedback. This 

approach enables an enhancement strategy to be turned on or off according to 

feedback provided by the user. As part of the previous effort of developing the 

predictors, this chapter also describes two factors, query length and query 

word usage, that had been previously investigated for predicting the 

effectiveness of the TC method.   

7.1 QTC and PTC as Predictors for TC and Phrasing Methods  

An intuitive metric for the term coverage approach is developed using the 

Query Term Coverage defined in section 4.1. For instance, for the IBS dataset, 

the TC approach is very effective and achieves consistently higher precision 

than the basic algorithm. The study presented in section 4.1 also shows that 

the correctly retrieved links in the IBS project have higher Query Term 

Coverage on average than the incorrectly retrieved traces (the comparison is 

shown again in the bottom half of Table 7.1 for reference). Thus the TC 

approach is more effective if queries have higher Query Term Coverage.  
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The same study is conducted against the LC dataset where the TC 

approach performs poorly among the top retrieved links list. As shown in the 

top half of Table 7.1, the analysis of the Query Term Coverage values for the 

top 50 retrieved links in the LC dataset reveals that the correct links have 

lower average Query Term Coverage values than the top 50 incorrectly 

retrieved traces. The analysis explains the reason that the precision at top of 

the candidate links list in LC decreases after the TC approach is applied. 

A project-level predictor for the effectiveness of the TC method for a given 

project p is computed as the Average Query Term Coverage of p for all queries 

qi and documents dj. The predictor denoted by QTC(p) is defined as follows: 
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)(                     (7.1) 

where TC (qi, dj) is the Query Term Coverage value defined in expression 

(4.1), nj and  nq are the total numbers of documents and queries in project p, 

respectively. Only document/query pairs that share two or more distinct terms 

are considered in the above calculation, as the TC method has no impact on 

pairs that have only one term in common.   

In a similar fashion a function of the co-occurrence of phrases in queries 

and traceable documents can be defined as a metric for predicting the 

effectiveness of the phrasing approach in a given project. Phrasal Term 

Table 7.1: Comparison on the average query term coverage in  
false positives & true positives in LC and IBS 

Test Group Type # of 
links 

Average query 
term coverage 

Standard 
Deviation 

LC dataset 

1 
Top false positives 50 0.297 0.089 
Top true positives 50 0.283 0.101 

2 
All false positives 350 0.192 0.056 
All true positives 80 0.273 0.009 

IBS dataset 

1 
Top false positives 100 0.298 0.121 

Top true positives 100 0.481 0.222 

2 
All false positives 1252 0.196 0.103 

Top false positives 100 0.298 0.121 
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Coverage for a query q and a document d is defined as 
qt

m
dqPC =),(  where m is 

the number of terms in phrases that are shared by q and d, and tq is the total 

number of distinct phrasal terms in query q.  

In terms of the phrasing approach, Phrasal Term Coverage emphasizes the 

extent to which the phrases contained in a query are used in a traceable 

document. Therefore the maximum value for the Phrasal Term Coverage of a 

query-document pair is equal to 1 when all phrases used in the query are found 

in the document.  

The Average Phrasal Term Coverage of a project p, denoted as PTC(p), is 

defined as the average Phrasal Term Coverage PC (qi, dj) for all queries qi and 

documents dj and is computed as follows: 
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where nj and nq are the total numbers of documents and queries in the project, 

respectively. Thus if a project has high Average Phrasal Term Coverage value, 

then the phrasing algorithm is expected to retrieve a higher proportion of 

correct links and therefore increase the precision of the retrieval results.  

To some degree, our work on the predictors for the enhancement retrieval 

approaches is relevant to the study of query performance in the general IR 

context. The fact that users often issue poorly-performing queries that retrieve 

a large number of irrelevant documents has led IR researchers to investigate 

the degree of ambiguity of a query with respect to the collection of document 

being searched. Cronen-Townsend et al. proposed in [13] to measure the 

degree of dissimilarity between the language usage associated with the query 

and the generic language of the collection as a whole. Their proposed method, 

clarity score, is the Kullback-Leibler divergence [11] calculated as a smoothed 

function of the relative frequency of terms in both the query and the whole 

document collection. Although their results indicated the clarity scores might 

be used to predict the poorly-performing queries, this approach is often 

criticized because of the time-consuming computation involved in calculating 

the probability distribution of all single terms in the entire collection. 

Therefore the applicability of clarity score to the general IR applications is 
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strongly undermined. 

Similarly, He and Ounis [36, 37] proposed a simplified query clarity score 

which simplifies the computation of the distribution of individual terms in 

clarity score. Their results also indicated the strong correlation between their 

proposed metric and the query performance.  

Unlike clarity score that is developed to measure the performance of 

individual queries, the concepts average Query Term Coverage (QTC) and 

average Phrasal Term Coverage (PTC) defined in this section are designed to 

be used as project-level metrics that measure the performance of the TC and 

phrasing methods in a entire project. More specifically, these two measures 

represent the degree in which words or phrases contained in a query co-occur 

in the documents the query searches against. Thus QTC and PTC attempt to 

provide information on the potential performance of the TC and the phrasing 

approaches respectively for a given project, while clarity score focuses on the 

performance of the IR model on the document collection with regard to a 

specific query. The values of the two measures for existing requirements can 

be obtained offline prior to the retrieval. Additionally, as QTC and PTC do not 

take into account the distribution of query terms in the entire document 

collection, the computation of the measures for free-form queries is still very 

simple and efficient. 

7.2 Evaluating Predictors for TC and Phrasing Methods  

The Average Query Term Coverage and the Average Phrasal Term 

Coverage metrics defined in the previous section were computed for each of 

the available datasets: IBS, EBT, LC, CM-1 and the fifteen projects in SE450, 

a total of nineteen projects. The performance of both the TC and the phrasing 

methods for each project were compared against the basic PN algorithm by 

measuring the average precision change at various recall levels achieved by 

the enhancement retrieval methods.  

The association between the QTC and the precision improvement by 

applying the TC method is depicted in Figure 7.1(a), where the points 

correspond to the nineteen projects used in the analysis. The x-axis and the 

y-axis represent the QTC values and the average precision change achieved by 

the TC approach, respectively. The scatterplot in Figure 7.1(a) shows a strong 

positive association between the two variables, indicating that higher average 
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precision changes are typically associated to higher Average Query Term 

Coverage values. Similarly the scatterplot in Figure 7.1(b) shows a positive 

association between the Average Phrasal Term Coverage (PTC) metric and the 

average precision change achieved by the phrasing approach. 

The patterns displayed in the graphs in Figure 7.1 indicate that both the TC 

and phrasing enhancement methods are more likely to effectively increase the 

precision of the retrieval results in projects that are associated with higher 

QTC or PTC metric values, especially for QTC values higher than 0.3 and 

PTC values higher than 0.2.   

To illustrate how the two metrics may be used to predict the effectiveness 
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(a) QTC vs precision change by TC 
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(b) PTC vs precision change by Phrasing 

Figure 7.1: Association between predictors and effectiveness of enhancement 
methods 
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of the enhancement approaches, a case study was conducted on the nineteen 

projects. A heuristic approach was developed to define thresholds for the QTC 

and PTC metrics. Such thresholds can be used to determine if a given 

enhancement method is likely to be effective on a given project.  

This approach assumes that a training set containing adequate projects 

with known traces between the artifacts is available. It is therefore possible to 

compute the precision of the retrieval results, and to identify whether a given 

enhancement method is effective in improving precision. The thresholding 

approach for QTC and PTC metrics follows a simplified version of an 

algorithm proposed by Cronen-Townsend et al. [13] to determine the threshold 

for the proposed clarity score metric measuring the performance of queries in 

general IR searches. In our case study, thresholds are determined using the 

following two-step procedure:  

Step 1: Select the top 90% of projects in the training set ranked according 

to the average precision change achieved with the enhancement method (TC 

or phrasing approach). This step rejects the bottom 10% of the projects that 

had no significant precision change. 

Step 2: Compute the predictor values (QTC or PTC) for all projects 

selected in Step 1 and set the metric threshold (for QTC or PTC) equal to the 

top 80% of the computed predictor values.  

 The percentiles used in the two steps were determined empirically and 

were tested only on the available 19 projects. Different percentile values can 

be selected for different projects in the training set. The approach was applied 

considering all 19 available projects in the training set. The horizontal lines in 

Table 7.2: Leave-one-out cross-validation results using PTC values to predict 
Phrasing performance in the 19 available projects 

 

Actual 
Projects Predicted as  

Effective 
Not-Effectiv

e Total 
Effective 12 3 15 

Not-Effective 2 2 4 
 

  Recall = 0.8         Precision = 0.86 
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the graphs in Figure 7.1 (a and b) delimit the subsets created in step 1, and the 

vertical lines are at the thresholds computed in step 2. Based on the heuristic 

classification method, the TC method is expected to be effective for any 

project with QTC value of at least 0.24, while the phrasing approach is 

expected to improve the precision of retrieved links if a project has a PTC 

value of at least 0.17.  

The heuristic approach was also validated using a leave-one-out cross 

validation technique that computed the threshold for the phrasing method 

using 18 projects in the training set and applied it to identify if the phrasing 

method would be effective in improving precision on the remaining one 

project. The process was repeated for 19 iterations and each project was used 

once for testing. The results are shown in Table 7.2. As there is only one 

available project for which the TC approach did not yield any significant 

improvement in precision, the classifier could not be tested on the TC 

approach. The heuristic procedure for computing the PTC threshold appears to 

be helpful, as the classifier correctly identified 80% of the projects for which 

the phrasing method is effective and 50% of the projects in which phrasing 

was not helpful. A larger size of the datasets would be needed for exploring 

the optimal threshold of these two metrics.  

7.3 An Iterative Approach of Applying Predictors 

In practice, software artifacts and associated traces are often built 

incrementally. This section describes an iterative technique that determines 

which trace retrieval approach is more effective in a new project when no prior 

knowledge of traces is available. The technique builds a partial answer set 

containing information collected from user’s feedback, and then enables an 

enhancement strategy to be turned on or off according to feedback provided by 

the user. In the previous example, if phrasing had been incorrectly used on one 

of the projects, the iterative approach would recognize this and deactivate it as 

an enhancement strategy.   

The iterative technique outlined in Figure 7.2 starts by utilizing the 

predictor values to initially select the automated retrieval algorithm for tracing 

in a new project. For instance if both the TC and the phrasing predictors take 

high values, the synergistic approach incorporating both enhancement 

methods will be applied to retrieve traces. The selected algorithm is then used 
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Figure 7.2: The iterative approach of applying predictors in a given project 
 
 
to compute the link probability scores for the project artifacts, and the top K 

links ranked according to the probability scores are then displayed to the user 

for evaluation. The user identifies the true and false traces among the top K 

links, and the information is stored in an answer set.  

In the next step the answer set is used to determine if the originally 

selected enhancement method is appropriate. Probability scores for each 

enhancement method are computed for all the known true and false traces in 

the answer set and compared with the basic PN model scores. An enhancement 

method is considered effective and will be selected for the subsequent tracing 

task, if the average increase in the enhancement method probability scores for 

true traces is larger than for false links. This metric was preferred to the 

standard recall/precision metrics because it is more accurate in evaluating the 

performance of retrieval methods for small sets of traces.   

Notice that the retrieval tool is expected to be used repeatedly to generate 

candidate links whenever new requirements or new artifacts are created during 

the project development life cycle. Thus the answer set is iteratively 

augmented by adding user evaluations of top ranked links returned by the tool 

at each run. 

The application of this approach is illustrated for the fifteen SE450 

projects. At first 10% of the requirements were randomly selected for each 

project to simulate the initial state of the iterative user feedback algorithm, and 

then 5% of requirements were added at each later iteration. User feedback was 
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collected for K=20 or K=50 top ranked candidate links between the selected 

requirements and all traceable documents, by using the original traceability 

matrices supplied with the fifteen projects to simulate the user’s link 

evaluation. 

Two metrics were calculated to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction 

based on the answer set: True Positive (TP) rate that is the proportion of 

projects for which the enhancement methods are correctly predicted to be 

effective, and False Positive (FP) rate that is the proportion of projects for 

which the enhancement methods are incorrectly predicted to be effective. The 

results are displayed in Table 7.3. In experiments for both K=20 and K=50, 

when the initial answer set is small, the TP rate is about 50%, indicating that 

for only half of the projects is the approach able to predict correctly the 

effectiveness of either the TC or phrasing enhancement methods. As the 

answer set is augmented with additional user feedback, the FP rate decreases 

while the TP rate increases, indicating, as expected that a larger answer set is 

able to provide more accurate predictions about the enhancement methods 

performance. This suggests that enhancement strategies should only be 

activated once a sufficient body of data has been collected.  

 

7.4 Previously Investigated Effectiveness Factors for TC Algorithm  

Two additional factors were investigated in our previous study on the 

effectiveness factors. These two factors, query length and query word usage, 

appeared to be potentially useful in predicting the effectiveness of the TC 

approach in a given project.  

Factor #1: Query length.  

The length of a query is defined as the number of non stop-words 

contained in it. It is intuitive that the length of a query (requirement) directly 

Table 7.3 Results from the iterative approach in SE450 projects 
 Top 20 links 
Candidate links list 
size 

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 

FP rate 0. 51 0.33 0.44 0.33 0.33 0.19 0 0 0 
TP rate 0.51 0.82 0.74 0.85 0.74 0.92 0.89 0.93 1 
 Top 50 links 
Candidate links list 
size 

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 

FP rate 0.62 0.39 0.39 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 0 
TP rate 0.58 0.90 0.93 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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impacts the number of its constituent terms and consequently the possible 

number of terms co-occurring in the documents to be traced to. Previous 

results of applying term coverage to TREC tasks by Rao et al. [59] also 

suggest that the coverage factor may not be effective on long queries. 

Therefore, the length of query may be a potential predictor of the effectiveness 

of the TC approach on individual queries.  

Factor #2: Query word usage. 

As described in sections 2.1 to 2.3, the standard IR models capture the 

similarity between a query and a traced document based on the frequency of 

their shared words (terms). The basic IR model would generate zero similarity 

score for a query and a document that have no shared terms, given that no 

other enhancement methods such as a thesaurus were used. Therefore the 

percentage of distinct terms contained in the query appearing in the whole 

document set is also a potential factor to investigate. 

7.4.1 Impact of query length on effectiveness of TC  

Query length is used as the normalization factor in the commonly used 

tf-idf term weighting schema. It is known to be an element affecting the 

retrieval performance of some IR models such as VSM. He and Ounis [36, 37] 

proposed to use query length as a predictor of query performance, i.e. whether 

a query would be effective in retrieving relevant documents. In their 

experiments they examined the linear correlation between query length and the 

average precision of a few TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) collections and 

tasks. The results however did not show significant correlation. They 

concluded this was due to the fact that lengths of the queries in their 

experiments were very similar (a variance of 0.68 terms for the short queries). 

The variance of the query length in our available datasets, however, is larger, 

with a range from 2.2 terms to 13.6 terms in different datasets. This 

observation indicates that the factor of query length may have more significant 

correlation with the retrieval precision for the requirements tracing than the 

TREC tasks. 

In non tf-idf based retrieval models, query length is also believed to impact 

the retrieval performance. Zhai and Lafferty [78] utilized a language modeling 

approach to generate a language model for each document and to rank the 

documents by the maximum likelihood of the query based on the language 
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model. Smoothing methods, which are used to adjust the maximum likelihood 

estimator of the language model in order to improve the accuracy of the model, 

were compared. The results of empirical studies in which these methods were 

used to trace both extremely short queries (title only) and long queries (include 

title, description and narrative) of TREC ad hoc tasks suggested that the 

impact of smoothing methods on the retrieval performance is strongly 

correlated with query length. 

An experiment is first conducted on the SE450 dataset to assess the impact 

of query length (factor #1) on the performance of the TC approach in a 

specific project. The experiment is designed to evaluate the following 

hypothesis: 

Hypothesis #1: The TC approach achieves higher improvement on queries 

of shorter length than on queries of longer length.  

The fourth six requirements of the SE450 dataset, whose length ranged 

from three to ninety two terms with a median value of six terms, are divided 

into two groups as shown in Table 5.4. The twenty seven requirements that 

contain no more than six words are labeled as short, while the nineteen other 

requirements are placed in the long length group. For each of the fifteen 

projects, the response variable is measured as the improvement in precision 

achieved by applying the TC approach compared to the basic PN algorithm on 

each group. As described in section 4.2, the TC approach produces the most 

improvement at the top of the candidate links list for almost all 15 SE450 

projects. Therefore in this initial study the response variable is measured at 

recall level of 10% for the purpose of demonstration.  

 

The distribution of the values of the response variable for each group is 

depicted using box-plots in Figure 7.3. The box-plot graph visualizes the data 

distribution based on the five-number summary: the smallest observation, the 

Table 7.4: Grouping 46 requirements of SE450 by length 
 Short requirements group 

(length<=6 terms) 
Long requirements group 
(length>=7 terms) 

Count 27 19 
Mean 4.8 terms 14.9 terms 
Std Dev 1.1 terms 19.9 terms 
Minimum 2 terms 7 terms 
Maximum 6 terms 92 terms 
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lower quartile, the median, the upper quartile and the biggest observation in 

each group. In a box-plot, the box contains the middle 50% of the data, a range 

between the upper quartile and the lower quartile known as the IQR 

(Inter-Quartile Range), and the whiskers extend to the minimum and 

maximum observed value. As shown in Figure 5.3, at recall level of 10%, the 

difference in precision for the short requirements group varies from 3% to 

57% among the 15 projects, with an average of 19%. For the long 

requirements group, the difference in precision ranged from -15% to 26% and 

averaged 8%. A paired-sample t-test shows that the short requirements group 

has a significantly larger increase in precision than long requirements (p-value 

of 0.04).  

 

Note in Figure 7.3, project 13 is an outlier for the short requirement group, 

since the precision for that project increased by an extremely large value of 

57%. The analysis of project 13 reveals a set of true links in this project 

containing 2-3 shared terms have been pushed significantly to the top of the 

candidate links list after applying the TC method. For example, the probability 

value between a requirement “A road segment can originate from the 

intersection” and a class “Intersection” is greatly enhanced because of the 

three shared terms “road”, “ intersection”, and “segment” between them. This 

requirement (query) is placed into the short query groups as it contains no 

 
Figure 7.3: Boxplots of Difference in Precision for 

the two groups of requirements for SE450 
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more than 6 terms. This true link is assigned a relatively low probability value 

using the basic retrieval algorithm because the three shared terms are 

considered rather common in the document collection and therefore had low 

term weights. The change indicates that the TC approach has a strong positive 

effect on improving the retrieval results for this relatively short requirement. 

As a side note the t-test would still be significant at a P-value<0.05 if project 

13 were removed from the observation.  

Although the empirical study of the SE450 dataset indicates an association 

between query length and the performance of the TC approach, we have 

decided not to pursue this measure in our work on the predictors, because 

there is no effective way to define short and long queries. 

The previous experiment on the SE450 dataset uses the median value of 

the query length distribution in the given dataset as the basis for the 

classifying criterion to define short and long queries. However, definition of 

short and long requirements may vary from one project to another as the 

traceable document types in individual projects can be different. Experiments 

on the query length effect in which the traceable documents are not Java 

source code can return different results. 

There is no uniform definition of short and long queries in the general IR 

research either. In their study on short and long queries, Zhai and Lafferty 

[2001] considered queries with title only as short queries which usually 

contain only 2-3 terms, and queries with title, description and narrative as long 

queries, which may contain over one hundred terms. As the definition of short 

and long queries depends on characteristics of individual datasets, it is difficult 

to apply query length as a predictor for the effectiveness of the TC approach. 

 

7.4.2 Impact of query word usage on TC performance 

The concept query word usage is designed to measure whether the 

vocabulary of the query is consistently used in the searched document 

collection. More specifically, it represents the degree to which words 

contained in the query are used in the entire document set it searches against. 

Unlike clarity score that focuses on the performance of the IR model on the 

document collection with regard to a specific query, query word usage 

attempts to provide information on the potential performance of the TC 
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approach on a given query,  

Note that this metric measures the term coverage between a query and the 

whole document collection. It is different from the concept of query term 

coverage introduced earlier in chapter 4, which is a measurement between 

individual query-document pairs. 

Query word usage definition 

Let q be a query consisting of k distinct single terms/words {t1, t2,…, tk} 

that trace to a set of documents D={d1, d2, …, dm}. Query word usage between 

q and D, WU(q,D) can be defined as follows: 

k

tI
k

i
iA∑

== 1

)(
D)WU(q,  

where IA(ti) is the indicator function defined over a set A which includes the 

vocabulary of the whole document collection. IA(ti) is defined as 
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)( iA tI . In other words, IA(ti) takes value 1 when the query term 

ti is also used in one or more of the documents and value 0 when the term does 

not appear in any document. 

Query word usage reaches the maximum value of 1 when all distinct terms 

in the query are found in the document set.  

Effect of query word usage on TC performance 

To examine the effect of query word usage on the performance of the TC 

approach, an experiment is conducted on the SE450 dataset in which the 

traced documents are Java classes. The dataset is selected because all the 15 

projects in this dataset implement the same set of requirements so the query 

word usage of these requirements is only affected by the different Java code 

documents in each student project, and experimental error due to the variance 

within the requirements is eliminated. 

The experiment was designed to examine the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis #2: The TC approach achieves higher improvement on queries 

with higher query word usage than on queries with lower query word usage.  

The query word usage of the forty six requirements in the Java classes is 

calculated with respect to each of the fifteen SE450 student projects. In each 

project, the forty six requirements are then divided into three groups, labeled 
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as low, medium and high based on their query word usage in the Java classes 

of that project. Requirements of no more than 1/3 word usage are placed in the 

low usage group. For the remaining requirements, those whose query word 

usage is less than 1/2 are placed into the medium usage group while all others 

are in the high usage group.  

Similarly to the experiment on the factor of query length, the response 

variable is measured as the difference in precision after applying the TC 

approach compared to the basic IR algorithm at the recall level of 10% for 

each of the three groups. 

As displayed in Figure 7.4, the difference in precision after applying the 

TC approaches on requirements with low query word usage ranges from -17% 

to 15%, with an average of -0.7%. For requirements with medium query word 

usage, the difference in precision is generally higher, ranging from -5% to 

34% with an average of 11%. Precision change varies from -6% to 58% on 

requirements with high query word usage and averages 22%.  

A one-way ANOVA is performed on the three groups and the results reveal 

that the three groups have significantly different average change in precision 

(p-value<0.0001) after using the TC approach. A pair-wise comparison using 

Fisher’s Least Significant Different test (LSD) is computed between each pair 

of groups. The results indicate that the means in any two groups are 

 
Figure 7.4: Boxplots of difference in precision at top  

for three groups of requirements 
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significantly different from each other. Requirements with high query word 

usage achieve significantly higher average precision change than requirements 

with medium query word usage, and requirements with medium query word 

usage achieve significantly higher average change in precision than 

requirements with low query word usage.  

The results of the statistical analysis suggest that the query word usage 

appears to have significant effect on the precision change caused by applying 

the TC approach. As a precursor of investigating query word usage as a 

predictor of the strength power of the TC approach, an exploratory analysis is 
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Figure 7.5: Association between average query word usage 
 

Table 7.5: SPSS Linear Regression Output 
Model Summary 

Model R R 
Squa

re 

Adjusted 
R Square 

Std. 
Error of 

the 
Estimate 

Change Statisitcs 
R 

Square 
Change 

F 
Change 

df1 df2 Sig. F 
Change 

1 .599
(a) 

.359 .344 .12834 .359 24.107 1 43 .000 

a Predictors: (Constant), AvgWordUsage 
Coefficient (a) 

Model  Unstandardized 
coefficients 

Standardized 
coefficients 

t Sig 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (constant) -.122 .050  -2.410 .020 

AvgWordUsage .541 .110 .559 4.910 .000 
a Dependent Variable: Precision Increase 
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conducted on the SE450 dataset to explore the correlation between query word 

usage and precision improvement. In each of the 15 projects, the average 

query word usage of the three groups, low, medium and high usage are 

obtained individually and depicted on the x-axis, while their according 

average precision change after applying the TC approach are depicted on 

y-axis, as shown in figure 7.5. There seems to be a relatively strong linear 

correlation between average query word usage and precision change at the top.  

Assuming there is a linear relationship existing between the two variables, 

we make an attempt to fit the data points into a linear regression model where 

query word usage is the independent variable (predictor) and precision 

improvement is the response variable. From SPSS output (displayed in Table 

7.5), the coefficient β1 for the predictor in this model is estimated as 0.541 

which showed a moderately positive correlation between precision change and 

query word usage.  

However when the response variable is measured as the average precision 

change at different recall levels after applying the TC approach compared to 

the basic IR algorithm, which is considered a more accurate metric for the 

effectiveness of the enhancement method, query word usage appears to be a 

weak predictor for the TC approach. As displayed in the boxplots in Figure 7.6, 

the difference in the average precision change after applying the TC 

approaches on requirements with low query word usage ranges from -3% to 

20%, with an average of 3%. For requirements with medium query word usage, 

the average precision difference ranges from -5% to 15% with an average of 

6%. Precision change varies from -6% to 15% on requirements with high 

query word usage and averaged 4%.  

A one-way ANOVA is then performed on the three groups and the results 

reveal that the null hypothesis that there are no significant difference in the 

average precision change among the three groups after using the TC approach 

can not be rejected (p-value=0.18). 
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Figure 7.6: Boxplots of difference in average precision change 

for three groups of requirements by using TC 

  

Hence we conclude that the association between query word usage and 

precision improvement by applying the TC approach is not significant enough. 

We therefore decide not to pursue query word usage as a potential predictor 

for the effectiveness of the TC approach. 
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CHAPTER 8: EVALUATING EFFECTIVENESS OF 

PROJECT GLOSSARIES FOR TRACE RETRIEVAL 

The experiments discussed in section 6.4 of chapter 6 show the 

effectiveness of the project glossary approach in improving precision for the 

top ranked retrieved links as well as its limitations and constraints. Such an 

approach can only be successfully applied to projects for which a project 

glossary exists that was used consistently throughout the design of the 

software artifacts. In reality many software projects do not have a 

pre-constructed glossary available or have a “weak” glossary that has not been 

consistently used. Therefore it would be helpful to predict the effect of the 

project glossary usage in link retrieval prior to running the automated trace 

retrieval technique. The following research problems are investigated in this 

chapter: 

1. What characteristics must an existing project glossary have in order to 

be potentially useful for improving the retrieval results? 

2. For projects in which a glossary is unavailable, can a set of key terms 

and phrases be extracted and used in lieu of the project glossary to help 

improve the retrieval results? 

To answer the first question, an empirical study is conducted to analyze the 

retrieval results using existing project glossaries. The study identifies certain 

project glossary characteristics that could be used to predict when the glossary 

approach can be effective in improving the tracing results precision for a 

specific project.   

This chapter describes the empirical study in section 8.1 and introduces a 

set of criteria for evaluating the usefulness of an existing project glossary in 

the glossary approach. Section 8.1.1 evaluates the criteria against the IBS and 

SE450 datasets for which the project glossary is available. As part of this study, 

a procedure is also presented in section 8.2 to automatically extract critical 

keywords and phrases from the requirements collection of a given project. The 

extracted items are then used to enhance the automated trace retrieval 

algorithm in lieu of a missing or unavailable project glossary. The experiments 

are described in section 8.2.1.   

8.1 Criteria to Evaluate Project Glossaries for Trace Retrieval 
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Criterion # 1: Project glossary items should be consistently used in the traced 

documents. 

A project glossary describes the terminology used in a specific software 

project, and is created to facilitate a consistent use of terms in the project 

artifacts during the development phases. However in practice, project 

glossaries are often not consistently followed and synonyms of glossary terms 

are used instead in requirements specifications or software artifacts. When this 

happens, project glossaries may have insignificant or no impact on the 

retrieval results. 

The presence of synonyms of glossary items in the traced documents 

provides a strong indication that the glossary may not have been consistently 

followed in the project development. A simple method to detect synonyms of 

glossary terms is implemented using WordNet [82]. WordNet is a semantic 

dictionary in which words are organized into logical groups called ‘synsets’ 

that consist of related synonyms. Besides synonyms contained in the same 

synset, a pair of words in which one word is the direct hyponym (a word 

whose semantic range is within that of another word) are also considered 

synonyms in our experiment. For example, “car” and “vehicle” will be 

considered synonyms as “car” is the direct hyponym of “vehicle”.    

Criterion # 2: Glossary items should have high term specificity. 

Term specificity indicates the quality of a term in describing the document 

content, and is commonly computed using idf (inverse document frequency 

[83]. Thus glossary terms specificity is measured as idf(t)=ln(|R|/|Rt|), where 

|R| is the total number of requirements and  |Rt| is the number of 

requirements containing t. Glossary terms with high specificity values occur in 

fewer requirements, and are more useful to identify a specific concept, and 

hence to retrieve documents related to that concept.  

Criterion # 3: Glossary items should be domain specific.  

Domain-specific terms occur more frequently in project specific 

documents, and are often associated with critical concepts of the project. The 

domain specificity DS(t) for a term t is computed as follows: 
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where freq(t,R) is the frequency of term t in the requirements collection R 

associated with the project glossary, and freq(t,G) is the frequency of term t in 

the general technical corpus G that contains requirements from various 

domains. If a term is unique to the specific project, i.e. freq(t,G)=0, DS(t) is 

assigned a large value. 

In our experiments the general corpus G contains the requirements from all 

other available software projects. In our experiments the corpus contains thirty 

eight sets of Software Requirement Specifications (SRS) taken from a variety 

of software projects. In addition to the five datasets that are introduced in 

section 3.1, the corpus also includes projects ranging from industrial 

applications to research projects. Project topics include NASA’s Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectrometer, an industrial production lines construction 

system, vehicle parts finder, meetings scheduler, battleships game, and an 

enterprise level service bus scheduling system. 

 

8.1.1 Applying the criteria to project glossaries 

The three criteria are applied to evaluate the impact of a project glossary in 

increasing the precision of the retrieval results. Thus the project glossary can 

be considered “weak” with respect to its ability to improve the retrieval results 

for the project if synonyms of glossary terms are used, and/or glossary terms 

have average low specificity and low domain-specificity.  

The IBS project and the fifteen SE450 projects were the only projects 

supplied with a project glossary. The IBS glossary has six keywords and 

twenty eight phrases, while the SE450 glossary contains four keywords and 

six phrases. On the basis of the proposed criteria, the SE450 project glossary 

was found to be inconsistently used in the fifteen projects, while the IBS 

project glossary was found to be more meaningful. Synonyms of glossary 

terms were frequently used in the SE450 Java classes, for instance ‘car’ and 

‘obstruction’ were used in place of ‘vehicle’ and ‘obstacle’. No synonyms of 

glossary items were detected in the IBS dataset. Both the average term 
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specificity and the average domain specificity of the SE450 glossary items 

were significantly lower than the corresponding values for IBS glossary terms 

[80].  

The weakness of the SE450 projects glossary is confirmed by the results in 

section 6.4 for the SE450 datasets which show that the glossary approach 

reduced the accuracy of the tracing tool retrieval results. On the contrary for 

the IBS dataset, the glossary approach was able to retrieve a larger proportion 

of correct traces. These results suggest that the three proposed criteria provide 

a simple effective way to predict when a project glossary can be effectively 

used to improve the accuracy of the retrieval tool. 

 

8.2 A Method for Automatically Extracting Keywords and Phrases 

This section presents an automated technique for extracting a set of 

important keywords and phrases from the project requirement specifications 

that can be used in lieu of project glossaries to help improve the precision of 

the retrieval algorithm. This technique can be used when glossaries are either 

not supplied with the software projects or are inconsistently followed during 

the development phase.  

Several methods for extracting keywords from documents collections have 

been proposed in IR. Some techniques are based on statistical approaches that 

identify significant terms on the basis of term frequency [84], but ignore the 

syntactical meaning of the terms. Our proposed extraction method applies a 

syntactical method to identify critical keywords and phrases from the 

requirement specifications. The syntactical approach enables the tool to extract 

only single nouns and two-noun phrases that are most common in a project 

glossary. The approach consists of the following two steps: 

Step 1: Generation of candidate keywords and phrases. Candidate items 

including single nouns and two-noun phrases are identified by using a 

POS tagger such as Qtag on the set of requirements specifications. 

Step 2: Filtering. Filters are applied to remove unimportant items from the list 

generated in Step 1. The following three filters are applied: 

Filters A and B:  Term and Domain specificity. Keywords with Term 

and Domain specificity values below certain thresholds will be 

removed, as they might decrease the precision of the trace retrieval 
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results. The threshold values are set by the analyst and depend on 

document collection characteristics. 

Filter C: Nouns filtering. A single noun that is included in a candidate 

phrase as head noun is removed as the phrase is considered more 

meaningful to represent specific concepts. For example, ‘truck’ in 

the phrase “truck list” is used to modify the head noun “list”. It is 

necessary to remove “list” from the candidate terms set as “truck 

list” is considered more specific than single noun “list”,  

The resulting list will consist of single nouns and two-noun phrases that 

have high term and domain specificity. 

8.2.1 Evaluating the extraction method 

The automated extraction method is applied to the requirements 

collections for the SE450 dataset and the EBT, LC and CM1 datasets. In our 

experiments, Filter (A) in step 2 removes a low term specificity keyword if it 

occurs in at least three requirements for projects containing less than 60 

requirements, or in at least 5% of the total requirements for larger projects. 

The filtering step (B) based on domain specificity retrieves 1) all unique items 

for the project (i.e. freq(t,G)=0), and 2) the top 50% of the items with the 

highest domain-specificity score. The thresholds in filtering A and B are 

selected on the basis of an exploratory study that analyzes the distribution of 

glossary terms in the requirements documents for the available projects. Most 

of the items in the IBS project glossary occur in no more than three 

requirements, while many items of the ‘weak’ project glossaries associated 

with the SE450 dataset occur in a much larger number of requirements. 

Exploratory results suggest that the selected threshold values are appropriate 

for extracting critical phrases and keywords to be effectively used to improve 

the accuracy of the retrieval approaches. 

The extracted set for the SE450 dataset contained five keywords and 30 

phrases, with only two terms in common with the existing project glossary. 

For EBT and LC, the set contains eight keywords and 15 phrases, and six 

keywords and 11 phrases respectively. For the large-scale CM1 dataset, the 

method extracts 59 keywords and 164 phrases. 

The project glossary approach is then applied to the datasets using the 

extracted critical set. The two graphs in Figure 8.1 display changes in 
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Figure 8.3: Effect of extracted set on LC 
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precision at 10% and 20% recall for the fifteen SE450 projects comparing the 

Project Glossary approach incorporating the extracted keywords set with (a) 

the basic PN and the Phrasing algorithms, and with (b) the Project Glossary 

algorithm using the existing project glossary. Both graphs show that the 

extracted keywords set is more effective in improving the results precision, 

and, when compared with the existing project glossary, provides more 

meaningful information for identifying correct traces. Similarly, results for the 

EBT, LC and CM1 datasets displayed in Figures 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 show that the 

extracted keywords set is effective in improving the retrieval accuracy, 

especially among the top retrieved links. 

The effect of applying the Project Glossary approach using the extracted 

set in the SE450 dataset suggests that the extracted keywords and phrases 

maybe more meaningful than the terms defined in the existing glossary and 

can achieve more accurate retrieval results. The approach is then also 

evaluated against the IBS dataset for which the existing project glossary has 

proven to be useful in improving the retrieval results, as described in Chapter 

6.  

Compared to the existing glossary which contains 34 entries (six keywords 

and 28 phrases), the extraction method identifies a larger set of 117 entries (32 

keywords and 85 phrases) from the requirement specification of the IBS 

dataset. The majority of the items contained in the extracted set are not defined 

in the glossary. More specifically, the extraction method detects 30 new 

keywords and 69 new phrases. 

Figure 8.5 illustrates the effect of applying the glossary approach using the 

extracted critical set in the IBS compared to the other retrieval algorithms. As 

clearly shown in this figure, the synergistic algorithm that incorporates TC, PH 

and the glossary approach utilizing the extract set yields the highest retrieval 

accuracy at most of the recall levels. Compared to the synergistic algorithm 

that utilizes the existing project glossary, this new algorithm yields additional 

3% of increase in the precision at 10% recall level and 4% at 20% recall level. 

The observation of the extracted key set in the IBS reveals that the set 

eliminates some keywords and phrases that are defined in the project glossary, 

as they are identified as terms with low term specificity or low domain 

specificity. Examples include glossary items “schedule” and “truck” which 
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occur in multiple requirements and therefore are associated with relatively low 

term specificity. The probability scores of a few false links containing these 

 

“weak” terms would have been incorrectly enhanced after applying the 

glossary approach. By applying the glossary approach incorporating the 

extract set, theses false links will not be enhanced. Therefore more false links 

can be eliminated from the candidate links list by setting a higher threshold for 

the tracing tool, and consequently the retrieval accuracy can be improved.  

The results in the SE450 and IBS datasets indicate that the automated 

extraction method can effectively identify a set of keywords and phrases that 

are critical to a project. The generated keywords and phrases set could be more 

useful than the existing project glossary in improving the trace retrieval 

results.  
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 Discussion on Validity 

This section discusses three factors that may affect the generalization of 

our results and conclusions presented in this thesis: the accuracy of the 

retrieval results, the datasets used in our experiments and the use of the 

enhancement predictors. 

1. Accuracy of the trace retrieval results 

The accuracy of the tracing results in a specific project is evaluated using a 

pre-defined ‘answer set’ that defines the set of traceability links between the 

artifacts in this project. The validity of our conclusions and the results of our 

experiments therefore are affected by the correctness of the answer sets. 

As described in Chapter 3, the answer set for each of the five datasets was 

originally built by software engineers who manually traced the artifacts in the 

dataset. For example, the answer set for the CM-1 dataset was created by 

NASA software engineers who had deep understanding of the software system. 

There is always a certain level of subjectivity in the evaluation of traces, and it 

is possible that analysts may have missed some traces, or have incorrectly 

included irrelevant traces. To mitigate the risk of the omission of true traces 

and the inclusion of false traces in the answer sets, the trace matrices of all 

five datasets were refined and re-evaluated thoroughly by several researchers 

before conducting the traceability experiments. However, it is still possible 

that the answer sets are either incomplete or contain incorrect traces. Thus the 

recall and precision values in our experiments should be more precisely 

interpreted in terms of the traces identified as “correct” through manual 

tracing. 

2. Datasets used in experiments 

Another factor that might affect the validity of our results is the limited 

number of available datasets against which our approaches are evaluated. The 

effort involved in manually building the answer set for a specific project is 

significant and the process is lengthy. As an example, it took nearly two 

months for two researchers in our group to validate and correct the answer 

sets for the fifteen projects in the SE450. As a result, it is difficult for us to 

collect and create more datasets for the studies. 
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Currently in the five datasets available to us, the traceability experiments 

are focusing on traces between high-level and low-level requirements, 

between requirements and UML design elements, and between requirements 

and source code. At this point we are unable to evaluate our approaches to 

other document types since we do not have additional datasets available to us. 

It would be interesting to investigate how the effectiveness of the three 

enhancement methods and the enhancement predictors may vary over 

different document types. 

3. Use of enhancement predictors 

The heuristic approaches of using the two predictors QTC and PTC that 

are described in Chapter 7 might also affect the validity of our results. 

The first approach that identifies the threshold for the predictor values 

assumes that projects have known traces. This may have limited practical 

value, since traces are often not available. The leave-one-out cross-validation 

procedure is an attempt to check the validity of the threshold value for the 

PTC metric. The validation on the QTC was not conducted as there is only 

one project among the fifteen for which the TC approach is not effective. The 

results of this validation procedure might show some bias since fifteen of the 

nineteen projects have strong commonalities. They are fifteen student 

projects produced as part of the same course, and with the same set of 

requirements. Additionally, the threshold values identified in our experiments 

have not been tested on other projects. This may increase the risk of the 

prediction models overfitting the five datasets available to us. 

Another concern relates to results for the iterative procedure to select the 

effective enhancement procedures. User feedback is simulated using the 

known answer set, and therefore it does not consider that the analyst may 

miss some links, or trace incorrect artifacts during the manual tracing process. 

The results from the iterative approach described in Table 7.3 could therefore 

overestimate the accuracy of the iterative procedure at the various steps, and 

less accurate feedback could result in more frequent switches between 

enhancement strategies. 

 

9.2 Summary of Contribution 

The primary goal of the work presented in this thesis is to improve the 
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precision of the automated requirements trace retrieval results by utilizing IR 

techniques, and at the same time to maintain a high recall in the results. As 

discussed in Chapter 1, the low precision problem associated with the 

IR-based automated tracing tools, regardless of the IR models implemented in 

the tools, would force the analyst to manually filter out a large number of 

unwanted links in the trace retrieval results. The low precision in the retrieval 

results has become a problem and would apparently decrease the trust of the 

analyst in the usefulness of the automated tracing tools, and consequently 

impact the adoptability of the IR-based tracing tools in industry. 

In order to achieve the goal of improving the precision of the trace 

retrieval results, this thesis has made the following major contributions: 

 

1. Presented and evaluated three enhancement strategies that can be 

incorporated either individually or synergistically into the basic IR 

model.  

Compared to the methods previously proposed by other researchers to 

improve the retrieval results [9, 33, 35], these three methods, TC, Phrasing, 

and Project Glossary, are easier to implement and require no extra human 

effort. The validation of the three enhancement strategies is focused on a PN 

(Probabilistic Network) model. However these methods can also be easily 

applied to other IR models such as VSM and LSI as a way to improve the 

standard tf-idf term weighting strategy.  

The results reported in the thesis have been mixed, as the performance of 

these retrieval algorithms varies from project to project; however they have 

proven the general effectiveness of using such enhancement methods to 

improve the retrieval results especially among the top retrieved links. As 

discussed earlier in Chapter 3, the top retrieved links contain the links that will 

be seen and inspected by the analyst first. Therefore the improved precision at 

the low recall levels is especially meaningful as it implies more true links are 

listed at the top of the retrieval results and the analyst may be able to find 

those important links earlier in the process. 

Among all methods, the synergistic application of TC and phrasing 

together is shown to be the most effective and significantly improves precision 

of the top retrieved links for almost all datasets. When a meaningful project 
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glossary is available, the synergistic application of the TC, phrasing and 

project glossary methods appear to yield the highest increase in precision 

among the top ranked retrieved links. The impact of the synergistic approaches 

that incorporate multiple enhancement methods seems to be closely related to 

the effectiveness of individual enhancement methods. For instance, when the 

project glossary approach has a negative effect on the precision of the retrieval 

results, the synergistic approach may also decrease the precision of the results.    

The TC method (algorithm T) shows consistent improvement in precision 

when applied across all datasets compared to the basic PN model. When 

applied with phrasing, this approach was able to increase the precision among 

the top retrieved links significantly in some of the datasets.  

The phrasing algorithm achieved considerable improvement on precision 

for most of the datasets. The improvement resulting from phrasing is generally 

less significant than the TC method. Some projects even experienced a 

decrease in precision when phrasing was applied. Similarly the effect of 

applying the glossary approach has been mixed. The analysis of these traces 

motivated the work of investigating characteristics of software projects that 

can explain differences in performance of the enhancement strategies. 

Once constraint associated with these term-based strategies is that they are 

less effective in increasing the precision at high recall levels, since the 

low-ranked missed traces are often between requirements and documents that 

share very few or no terms or phrases, and therefore term-based approaches 

are not able to retrieve them.   

 

2. Investigated and evaluated a procedure to automatically extract 

critical keywords and phrases from the requirements collection of 

a given project; the extracted items are then used to enhance the 

automated trace retrieval algorithm. 

The results of applying the glossary approach reported in this thesis have 

not been consistent. The analysis of the traces retrieved for some projects in 

which the project glossary approach was not effective, revealed that the 

decrease in precision was due to some glossary items being used 

inconsistently in the documents collection. 

An extension to the project glossary retrieval algorithm is then explored to 
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overcome some limitations of the project glossary approach. The thesis 

presents some techniques to evaluate the quality of information in a project 

glossary and the usefulness of these techniques in improving trace retrieval 

results. Occurrence of synonyms in the traceable documents and frequency of 

project glossary terms may provide information on the meaningfulness of a 

project glossary to describe critical concepts. More specifically, the project 

glossary can be considered “weak” with respect to its ability to improve the 

retrieval results for the project if synonyms of glossary terms are used, and/or 

glossary terms have low average specificity and low domain-specificity.  

The developed criteria were validated against a few dataset. These results 

suggest that the three proposed criteria provide a simple effective way to 

predict when a project glossary can be effectively used to improve the 

accuracy of the retrieval tool. 

Furthermore, the thesis has also discussed an automated method to extract 

keywords and phrases from the existing requirements collection in a project 

with ‘weak’ glossary or no available glossary. The method was evaluated 

against two datasets containing a project glossary, and the results show that the 

extracted keywords set is more effective in improving the precision of the 

results. When compared with the existing project glossary, the extracted 

keywords set is found to provide more meaningful information for identifying 

correct traces. 

The retrieval algorithm using either the project glossary information or the 

set of extracted key terms and phrases achieves high precision among the top 

ranked retrieved links. The enhancement methods presented in this thesis can 

increase the analyst’s trust in the tracing tool. The constraint of this approach 

is that some true links might still be missed, and are hard to be retrieved using 

only textual content information.  

 

3. Presented and evaluated prediction models using the predictors for 

the enhancement methods that can be applied in automated 

tracing tools for better retrieval results. 

Two predictors, average Query Term Coverage (QTC) and average 

Phrasal Term Coverage (PTC), are explored as the effectiveness measure for 

the TC and the phrasing methods respectively. The experimental results 
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indicate that both the TC and phrasing enhancement methods are more likely 

to effectively increase the precision of the retrieval results in projects that are 

associated to higher QTC or PTC metric values, especially for QTC values 

higher than 0.3 and PTC values higher than 0.2.   

With the assistance of the prediction models that utilize the presented 

predictors for individual enhancement methods, an automated tracing tool can 

make real-time decisions on whether to apply a certain method in order to 

achieve the best retrieval results. Results of a small-scale study indicate that 

the predictor values can provide useful guidelines for selecting a specific 

tracing approach when there is no prior knowledge of the ‘answer set’ for a 

given project.  

The performance of the prediction models can be improved by learning 

from user feedback. Although the approach may require additional human 

effort, it is practical considering that the user is to interact with the tracing tool 

and build the implicit trace matrix over time. Furthermore, the benefits of 

improving the precision in a given project will be experienced throughout the 

remaining lifetime of the software system, and could significantly alleviate 

future maintenance efforts.  

 

To summarize, the work presented in this thesis supports the development 

and application of automated tracing tools. The three strategies, TC, Phrasing, 

and project glossary share the same goal of improving precision in the 

retrieval results to address the low precision problem, which is a big concern 

associated with the IR-based tracing methods. Furthermore, the predictors for 

individual enhancement strategies presented in this thesis can be utilized to 

identify which strategy will be effective in the specific tracing tasks. These 

predictors can be adopted to define intelligent tracing tools that can 

automatically determine which enhancement strategy should be applied in 

order to achieve the best retrieval results on the basis of the metrics values. A 

tracing tool incorporating one or more of these methods is expected to achieve 

higher precision in the trace retrieval results than the basic IR model. Such 

improvement will not only reduce the extra effort required for the analyst to 

inspect the retrieval results, but also increase his or her confidence in the 

accuracy of the tracing tools and consequently help build the analyst’s trust in 
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the tools. 

The term-based enhancement approaches have their own limitations. They 

are typically not as effective in increasing the precision at the bottom of the 

retrieval results, since requirement-document pairs assigned with low 

similarity scores share very few or no terms or phrases, and therefore are hard 

to retrieve using only term-based approaches. Alternative IR approaches that 

use additional information, such as hierarchical structure of the software 

artifacts [9] to discover relations between documents should be investigated. 

Such approaches can be used jointly with the term-based enhancement 

strategies to improve the overall accuracy of the retrieval results, especially for 

the traces that are typically missed by the text-based retrieval approaches. 
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APPENDIX A: RETRIEVAL RESULTS IN SE450 

1 Basic PN results  

 

 

2 Phrasing results (algorithm T)  

 

 

Project # 
Precision 

Recall
=10% 

Recall
=20% 

Recall
=30% 

Recall
=40% 

Recall
=50% 

Recall
=60% 

Recall
=70% 

Recall
=80% 

Recall
=90% 

1 43% 44% 48% 44% 38% 35% 30%     
2 38% 30% 27% 25% 27% 23% 18% 13%   
3 33% 40% 42% 40% 36% 33% 27% 26%   
4 42% 27% 24% 22% 21% 20% 19%     
5 16% 19% 20% 18% 13% 14% 13% 13%   
6 28% 31% 35% 36% 35% 30% 27% 22%   
7 12% 17% 16% 18% 19% 18% 18% 14%   
8 32% 40% 45% 39% 35% 34% 35%     
9 55% 56% 50% 43% 34% 32% 32%     
10 30% 23% 25% 25% 20% 18% 18% 16%   
11 34% 35% 33% 29% 27% 26% 24% 23%   
12 45% 41% 36% 35% 31% 30% 27% 25% 22% 
13 40% 38% 40% 38% 34% 29% 22%     
14 22% 28% 33% 31% 27% 22% 18%     
15 53% 30% 29% 22% 22% 21% 18% 18% 18% 

 

Project # 
Precision 

Recall
=10% 

Recall
=20% 

Recall
=30% 

Recall
=40% 

Recall
=50% 

Recall
=60% 

Recall
=70% 

Recall
=80% 

Recall
=90% 

1 67% 45% 48% 45% 38% 35% 30%     
2 35% 42% 33% 25% 26% 22% 19% 13%   
3 39% 43% 44% 45% 35% 32% 27% 26%   
4 50% 32% 28% 24% 22% 20% 19%     
5 14% 19% 23% 18% 13% 14% 13% 13%   
6 36% 38% 38% 38% 36% 30% 27% 22%   
7 30% 21% 21% 24% 21% 22% 18% 14%   
8 32% 40% 45% 39% 36% 34% 35%     
9 73% 54% 48% 45% 37% 32% 32%     
10 30% 33% 26% 26% 19% 18% 18% 16%   
11 39% 37% 34% 30% 27% 27% 24% 23%   
12 43% 48% 49% 34% 30% 29% 28% 25% 22% 
13 45% 47% 40% 35% 34% 28% 22%     
14 41% 34% 32% 33% 28% 23% 18%     
15 57% 39% 24% 20% 21% 20% 18% 18% 18% 
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3 TC results (method C)  

Project # 

Precision 

Recall

=10% 

Recall

=20% 

Recall

=30% 

Recall

=40% 

Recall

=50% 

Recall

=60% 

Recall

=70% 

Recall

=80% 

Recall

=90% 

1 63% 56% 59% 50% 37% 34% 29%   

2 60% 50% 47% 33% 31% 26% 18% 14%  

3 46% 55% 54% 51% 41% 36% 27% 26%  

4 89% 57% 25% 22% 21% 21% 20%   

5 25% 30% 25% 23% 20% 14% 14% 13%  

6 50% 58% 49% 48% 40% 35% 26% 22%  

7 29% 27% 25% 24% 24% 22% 23% 14%  

8 41% 48% 46% 47% 36% 35% 35%    

9 73% 73% 55% 45% 45% 39% 33%    

10 34% 33% 29% 26% 21% 17% 18% 16%  

11 50% 45% 41% 37% 36% 29% 26% 23%   

12 79% 55% 47% 47% 40% 34% 32% 24% 22% 

13 63% 48% 51% 44% 35% 28% 22%    

14 60% 49% 33% 31% 29% 24% 18%    

15 62% 56% 37% 26% 23% 22% 21% 18% 18% 

 

4 Results of using the original project glossary  

Project # 

Precision 

Recall

=10% 

Recall

=20% 

Recall

=30% 

Recall

=40% 

Recall

=50% 

Recall

=60% 

Recall

=70% 

Recall

=80% 

Recall

=90% 

1 50% 42% 42% 43% 34% 33% 29%   

2 46% 45% 33% 29% 23% 21% 19% 13%  

3 41% 40% 42% 41% 32% 30% 27% 26%  

4 27% 28% 25% 23% 22% 20% 18%   

5 12% 18% 22% 20% 15% 14% 13% 13%  

6 38% 33% 36% 37% 35% 31% 26% 22%  

7 25% 21% 21% 22% 22% 19% 18% 14%  

8 34% 43% 47% 44% 41% 35% 35%    

9 69% 49% 44% 45% 35% 33%  33%    

10 27% 27% 25% 24% 20% 17% 18% 17%  

11 46% 40% 36% 31% 26% 25% 25% 24%   

12 36% 42% 45% 34% 31% 32% 28% 26% 22% 

13 43% 50% 43% 36% 29% 27% 22%    

14 42% 38% 28% 29% 28% 22% 18%     

15 62% 34% 27% 23% 20% 17% 18% 12% 18% 
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5 Results of using the extracted set in the glossary approach  

Project # 

Precision 

Recall

=10% 

Recall

=20% 

Recall

=30% 

Recall

=40% 

Recall

=50% 

Recall

=60% 

Recall

=70% 

Recall

=80% 

Recall

=90% 

1 71% 47% 46% 44% 37% 35% 30%   

2 43% 39% 36% 24% 25% 22% 18% 13%  

3 44% 43% 44% 43% 34% 32% 27% 26%  

4 57% 37% 29% 27% 23% 21% 19%   

5 15% 18% 22% 17% 14% 15% 13% 13%  

6 40% 41% 40% 38% 35% 30% 27% 22%  

7 26% 25% 25% 25% 22% 22% 18% 14%  

8 32% 40% 45% 39% 36% 34% 35%    

9 69% 54% 49% 47% 41% 32% 32%    

10 30% 32% 26% 26% 20% 18% 18% 16%  

11 44% 39% 33% 31% 28% 26% 25% 23%  

12 40% 48% 48% 36% 31% 30% 30% 25% 22% 

13 48% 51% 40% 38% 34% 28% 22%   

14 65% 33% 31% 33% 28% 22% 18%    

15 62% 31% 29% 22% 22% 21% 19% 18% 18% 
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APPENDIX B: RESULTS OF APPLYING THREE 

ENHANCEMENT METHODS IN DIFFERENT ORDER 

 

Order1: Apply TC first, then Phrasing and Glossary 

Order2: Apply Glossary first, then Phrasing and TC  

Dataset IBS EBT LC 

Recall Level Precision 

Order1 Order2 Order1 Order2 Order1 Order2 
10% 57% 69% 82% 93% 64% 64% 
20% 57% 62% 75% 75% 58% 56% 
30% 49% 53% 59% 63% 56% 60% 
40% 48% 48% 56% 55% 54% 51% 
50% 45% 47% 39% 41% 46% 48% 
60% 40% 42% 34% 36% 48% 50% 
70% 35% 35% 27% 29% 44% 44% 
80% 30% 31% 25% 25% 40% 43% 
90% 25% 25% 18% 17% 38% 38% 

 


